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Abstract 
This r port do uments th d sign, d velopm nt, qualification testing, and 
flights of !l spac craft-stag solid prop lIant rock t motor that was used to trans-
f r th 'JASA Goddard Spac Flight Center Applications Tec1mology Satellit 
from its ini, ,' 1 elliptical traj ctory to a n ar-synchronous arth orbit. Th motor 
fir s at th apoge position of a highly Jliptical transfer orbit to place th space-
craft in a cir ular orbit at syn hronous altitud (22300 mil s). The mission 
requjrC:.'m nts for pr is motor thrust v ctor ali nment during th bum pha > 
and for dynamic balan before, during, and after burning ar uniqu and 
hlrin cnt; th refore, th ' D ·velopment Pbas has foeu. ed on produ ing pr cision 
c.-ompon nts. Most d velopmental t sts us d -h. mh rs fabrieat d from AISI 410 
stainl ss steel; howt'Vt'r, a lat r program r quir ment for nonmagn tic materials 
caus d a chan e to hamb rs of 6AI-4V titanium alloy. Several Dev lopm nf 
tests all Qualification un its, and all Fli ht motors hav used th titanium cham-
b r. TI, . motor D vdopm nt Phas consist d of a logical s qu n of t ting to 
nfirm proe ssin " component desi n, and survival abilit in simulated boost r 
and space environm nt anci to establish pr Iiminary p rformanc characteri tics. 
Th Qualifi ation Phase, which consisted of testing i ht units at simulat d nlti-
tud \\ hil spinnin at 100 rev/min with propellant grains condition d to 40· 
or loo·F, estahlished th xact performanc clulra t ristics of th motor. 
JPl TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33·33' Ix 
The Applications Technology Satellite Apogee 
Rocket Motor: A Summary Report 
I. Introduction 
In January 1963. the Jet Propulsion Laboratory initiated 
a developm nt prognu ll to prodde a solid propellant 
apog('(' rocket motor (Fig. 1) for a second-generation 
r:\co~1 (SynclrrOllO lls Cummunications Satellite). This 
sat ellite. produced hy Hugl. s Airerah Company (HAC) 
under the management of Goddard Spac Flight Center 
ror the :\ational Aeronautics and Space Admini tration, 
\\'a des ignated Advanced SY 'COM . Th design \\ as that 
of a spin-stabilized, active repeater communications satel-
lit weighing abo!lt 750 Ib, which operated at synchronous 
altitude (22.300 mil and handled voice communications, 
teletype. and monochrome and color tele\ ision signals. 
The Ad\"anc d SY;\CO~I program \\Ia xpanded in 
January 196-1 to include instrumentation for pxperiments 
ill meteorology. communication . . radiation , nav iga tion, 
.:nd gra\'ity-gradient stabilization , a well as other ngi-
n ring expcrim nts. Thi~ redirected effort was des ig-
nat d the Applications T chllology Sate/fit (ATS) 
pro ram. Fi\" laun hes, including two synd',ronous-
altitude spin-stabilized ( IS ; Fig. 2), two ynchronous-
altitude n\vity-gradient-stabiliz d (SIC ), and one 
m diunhll titllc\(, I:\\'ity- radient- tabil ized (M/C ) space-
JPL TECHNrC.~L MEMORANDUM 33-338 
craft, are planned. The Atlasl Agena was used to boost 
the synchronous-altitude spin-stabilized and the medium-
altitude gravity-gradient spacecraft, and the Atlasl 
Centaur was used for the heavier synchronous-altitude 
grav ity-gradiellt spacecraft. The med;um-altitude gravity-
gradient spacerraft did not require an apogee unit. 
Fig . 1. Applications Technology Satellite apogee 
rocket motor 
T AND C 
WH IP 
ANTENNAS 
JCkleg PHASED ARRAY 
TRANSMITTE R ANTENNA 
THRUST TUBE 
GROUND PLANE --__ 
NITROGEN TANK 
AFT SO LAR PANEL -----.t 
(8 PANELS) 
VHF RE PEATER -----+~ 
HAC DUAL MODE 
REPEATER ------h~~it___-__'.c~ 
TELEMETRY AND 
COMMAND UNITS 
RECE IVER ANTENNA 
MRi'4+f----- AFT RIB 
~~- TRAVELING 
WAVE TU8E 
~..,r,q--- AFT BULKHEAD 
.--Irt',l-- HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 
TANKS (6) 
(A SYSTEM 2) 
(B SYSTEM 4) 
FORWARD SHELF 
NUTATION 
DAMPER 
1 _ _ - VHF WHIP ANTENNA 
Fig . 2. Synchronous-altitude spin-stabilized spacecraft 
Tabll:' 1 shows the basic parameters ano payloads 01 the 
spacecraft . 
To place the sate!lites into synchronous earth orbil , 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory furni shed the solid propel-
lant rocket motor (JPL SR-28-3) for the final elocit. 
increment at the apogel:' position of the highly ell iptical 
2 
transfer orbit. Six apogee units were delivered to the Air 
Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) for fligh t support. 
The Jet Propulsion Lahoratvry (JPL) has completed the 
design, developmell t. and formal Q lalification testing of 
th l:' ATS apoge motor. This report describes these fea-
lures and specifics related to the motor assembly and its 
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-338 
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Physicol 
configuration 
Weight 
Apugee motor 
Control 
systems 
Electrical 
power 
Telemetry 
Command 
Cornmunic.a. 
tions 
Payloads 
S/501 
S/502 
5/5 
57.6-in.-diom cylinder 
1625 Ib at launch; 775 Ib in ,.e.h 
equatorial orbit 
JPl SR·28·3 
5·lb thrust H,O , system to get on station 
5-lb thrust H,O, system for .tation· 
keeping .. s!-we.t and north-south 
5·lb thrust hyclruine (in addition to 
H,O ,) for station keeping on AT50C 
rt-p sol.r cell array 
175 W initial 
Two 6·A·h ba"erie. (22 cell. euh) 
Four 2.1-W transmi"en; 
Two at 136.470 MHz 
Two .t 137.350 MHz 
Two encoden. GSFC PCM .tandard 
Two receivers at approximately 150 MHz 
Two decoders. GSFC FSK .tanda,d 
Two triple-mode rep.aters 
4- or 12-W TWT power amplifier 
8- or 18-d8 receiving antenna 
18-d8 transmi"ing antenna 
6301- and 6212-MHz ground to space· 
craft 
4195- and 4120-MHz spacecraft to 
ground 
Environment.1 m •• sure,..ent 
VHF repeater 
Resistojet 
Spin· ... n cloud cam.ra 
Nutation experiment 
Mechanical de.pun antenna 
R.sistojet 
Image dissector camera 
Self-contained navigation experiment 
Reflectometer 
Multicolor spin"".n doud camera 
VHF repeater 
Plume temperature me.surement 
Sol.r cell ,adi.tion dama']e experiment 
Third harmonic gene,ator 
Table 1. Applications Technology Satellite Parameters 
M/G 5/0-1 5/0-2 
56-in.-diom cylinder 56-in.-diam cylincler 56-in.-diom cylinder 
702 Ib at launch and in orbit 1760 Ib at launch; 808 Ib in 24·h 1895 Ib at launch; 941 Ib in 24-h 
equatori.1 orbit equatori.1 orbit 
Not applicable JPl SR·28-3 JPL SR·28·3 
5 X 10" Ib thrust subliming solid sys- 5-1b thrust N, H, system to get on s .. tion 5·lb thrust N, H, system to get on st.tion 
tem for inversion 5 X 10" Ib thrult subliming solid 5 X 10" Ib thrust subliming solid IY" 
system (inversion) tem (inversion) 
10·' Ib thrust resistojet system (e .. t- 10" Ib thrust resistojet sy.tem (east-
west station keeping) west stationkeeping) 
n-p solar cell .rr.y rt-p solar cell o" ay n-p sol .. cell array 
130 W initial 130 W initial 130 W initi.1 
Two 6.A-h batterie. (22 .. lis each) Two ~A-h ba"eries (22 cells .. ch) Two ~A.h ba"eries (22 cells each) 
Four 2.1-W t,ansmitten; Two 2.1-W t,ansmi"en; four 2.1-W transmi"ers; 
Two at 136.470 MHz One at 136.470 MHz Two.t 136.470 MHz 
Two at 137.350 MHz One at 137.350 MHz Two .t 137.350 MHz 
Two encoders. GSFC PCM standard Two encoden. GSfC PCM standard Two encoden. GSFC PCM stand .. d 
Two ,eceivers at approximately 150 MHz Two receivers at approximately 150 MHz Two ,eceivers at approximately 150 MHz 
Two decoden. GSfC FSK standa,d Two decoders. GSfC fSK standard Two decode,s. GSFC FSK standard 
Two t,ipl .... mod. rep.aters Two triple-mode repeaten Two tripl .... mod. repeaters-on. C-band 
4-W TWT power amplifier Four 4-W TWT powe, amplifiers and one loband 
1O-d8 transmi"ing and rec.iving an- Two 18-d8 antennas-one transmi"ing Two 4-W C·band and two 12-W l -band 
tenn. and one receiving TWT power amplifiers 
6301- and 6212-MHz g,ound to space- 6301- and 6212-MHz ground to space- Two receiving antennas-on .. 18 d8 
craft craft and one 0 d8 
4195- and 412o.MHz spacecraft to 4195· and 4120-MHz spuecraft to Two transmi"ing antennas-on. 18 d8 
ground ground and one 5 d8 
One 15-d8 transmit/rec.ive loband 
antenna 
Environmental measurement Ion engine Gravity .. radient stabilization and 
Albedo .xp.rim.nt Gravity .. radient stabilization and instrument.tion 
Meteorological pukage instrument.tion Ion engine 
Gravity-gradi.nt stabilization and in· Image orthicon cam.ra Environm.ntal measurement 
.trument.til'" Magnetic control system Solar cell radiation damage experim.nt 
Third harmonic gen.rator 
MiIHmeter wave experiment 
Magnetic control system 
Note 
PCM-pul .. code modulation 
fSI( -freq .... ., shift keying 
VHf -very high frequency 
TWT -troveling wave tube 
n-p -negativ~.itiv. 
subcomponents. Additional data are presented in detail in 
several volumes of the Space Programs Summary (Ref. 1). 
II. Milestones and Scheduling Events 
The five ATS flights are covered in this report. 
The fifth , and final, flight (ATS-E) was launched on 
August 12, 1969. Figure 3 shows the milestones and sched-
uling events covering the four years from program award 
in January 1963 to delivery of the first flight units in late 
1966. Flight operational support has extended the pro-
gram into the second half of 1969. 
The ATS apogee unit was basically designed as a 
scaled-up version (2.3 x ) of the SYNCOM apogee motor 
(Refs. 2 and 3) developed at JPL. The experience gained 
in this earlier motor program was extremely valuable 
during the later program and led to several hardware and 
material improvements in the larger ATS apogee unit. 
The SYNCOM nozzle was attached to the motor cham-
ber by a single, large thread. Both the chamber and nozzle 
attachment ring were fabricated from heat-treated 410 
stainless steel. Because identical material was used to 
interface chamber and nozzle, several instances of ma-
terial galling were encountered during SYNCOM nozzle 
placement and removal. The single-thread method of 
nozzle attachment also made any final nozzle alignment 
or offset adjustment impossible. Nozzles and chambers 
had to bt:! matched in order to minimize thrust misalign-
ment and offset of the motor assembly. 
The A TS nozzle-motor chamber interface was an 
improvement of the SYNCOM unit. The ATS nozzle is 
attached to the motor chamber by a series of 36 high-
strength screws whose symmetrical pattern allows the 
nozzle to be placed in anyone of 36 angular positions. 
EVENTS 
(I ) PROGRAM AWARD 
(2) INITIAL DESIGN PHASE 
(3) FIRST HEAVYWALL MOTOR STATIC- FIR ING 
(4) DEVELOPMENT PHASE 
(5) FIRST FliGHT-WEIGHT MOTOR (41 0 STEEL) TES 
(6) FIRST TITANIUM MOTOR STATIC-TEST 
(7) QUALIFICATION PHASE 
(8) ATS FliGHTS ATS-S (5/ 5) 
ATS-A ( G) 
ATS-C (S/ S) 
ATS-D (S/ G) 
ATS-E (S/ G) 
1963 
~ 
A 
T A 
1964 
During the Qualification Phase of the motor, several units 
were ass mbled with the nozzle in different angular posi-
tions. Although it was found that nozzle alignment and 
offset data could be minimized by the correct positioning, 
the chamber and nozzle hardware are fabricated with 
sufficient precision to allow random nozzle placement and 
still maintain alignment and offset well within specifica-
tion limits. 
Galling problems at the nozzle-chamber interface were 
completely eliminated by the use of dissimilar materials. 
The motor chamber is made of heat-treated titanium 
(6AI-4V), the nozzle screws are heat-treated steel, and 
the nozzle attachment ring is an aluminum alloy. Steel 
screws placed through the aluminum nozzle ring and 
threaded into the titanium chamber preclude the chances 
of material galling. 
The SYNCOM nozzle was compreSSion-molded from a 
macerated carbon cloth and phenolic resin system. Sev-
eral effective changes in design and material were in-
corporated into the larger ATS nozzle. These changes 
include a tape-wrapped nozzle body, a contoured expan-
sion cone, and a cantilevered, high-density-graphite throat 
insert. The final nozzle configuration was accomplished 
by contour machining with diamond cutting tools. 
A tapered layer of V-52, a rubber-like insulation ma-
terial, protects the A TS apogee motor chamber internally 
from the hot combustion gases (5250°F) that are gen-
erated during propellant burning. Patterned pieces of 
uncured V-52 are positioned into the chamber and then 
cured to form the correct insulation configuration. The 
much smaller SYNCOM chamber was protected during 
motorburn by the same V-52 material. Precision insulation 
boots were fabricated with matched metal dies, and the 
pre-cured insulation was then bonded into the chamber. 
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
.t 
~ DEC 
A APR 
NovA 
AUG A 
AUGA 
Fig. 3. Milestones and schedule. of the ATS apog .. motor program 
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IGNITER ASSEMBLY (03901802) 
-
.--- "'\ 
/ '\ 
/""/ \ 
./ \ 
\ 
\ 
o 10 20 30 40 
TIME. , 
50 
r-DIAPHRAGM (03901779) 
-NULLLt ASSEMBLY (J3901659) 
LINER. CHAMBER INSULATION (J3901797) 
NOMINAL DATA (AT 60°f) 
BURNING TIME 
MAXIMUM CHAMBER PRESSURE 
MAXIMUM VACUUM THRUST 
TOTAL WEIGHT 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT 
PREflRE INERT WEIGHT 
MAXIMUM DIAMETER 
OVERAll LENGTH 
THROAT DIAMETER 
NOZZLE EXPANSION RATIO 
43.5 , 
260 psia 
6250 Ibf 
840.7 Ibm 
760 Ibm 
80.7 Ibm 
28 .2 in . 
54 .6 in. 
4 .08 in . 
35:1 
Fig. 4. Motor assembly 
O-RING (090568-236-1013-50) 
~A 7' INSULATION 
DETAIL A 
IGNITER NUT (C 3901535) 
DETAIL B 
O-RING (090568-278-1013-50) 
DETAIL C 
WEIGHT. BALANCE (J 3901650) 
~1atched mctal di es for the ATS ehamher insulation 
wou~d have h cen extr(, l11e ly t'x lw nsiVL' 1)(' ·;lUSt· of tlw ir 
sizc. The ATS halld -L •. ,·- IIP illsulatioll rroccdlll'L' provcd 
efficient , reliahle, alld fa irly inexp(' lIsin'. Qualit y control 
of the weight amI thi cklll'sS of the ATS insulatioll pro\ cd 
to he no problem. 
The igniter uS<'d fo r the ATS a pog('( ' IInit was de \'( ,l-
oped t'xc:\ usively for tI l(' ATS program . Severa l ea rl y a t-
tempts at sea ling up the SY:\C07'.1 igllite r for ATS USl' 
proved fruitless. TIl(' ATS ignit('r, as c!( ·v(·lop(·d , is of tIl<' 
<:OlItrollcd-pn.'sslI l'l' , or pvrogen, type. lkproduci hk motor 
ignition is ach ieved with this system. 
Rathcr latc in the mo tor Df.:'H' lopment Phase a re-
quirement was ma(\(o that tl1<' ignition sy~t( 'm must he 
proteeted by a saf -and-aIm device. The development of 
such a device and its integration into the ATS system was 
given to the Harry Diamond l .lhoratories (IIDL) hy 
Goddard Space Flight Cen ter (CSFC). A safe-alld-arm 
unit that m ee ts the AFETR safe ty requirements has hecn 
successfull y used on three ATS flights. The SYl\'CO~ 1 
unit did not require a safe-and-arm devict'. 
The propellant used in both the SYI\COM and the ATS 
motors is an aluminized polyurethane systell1 . Prope ll ant 
compos ition is the same for both units. 
The orig inal ATS motor des ign used a hea t-trea ted .. no 
stee l cham ber. \laterial and method of construction wer(, 
identica l to the S)':\CO\I motor chamber. Thirty sITel 
ATS cham hers were fa brica ted and delin'rcd to J PL. In 
September 196~ JPL \\'as directed by CSFC to change thl' 
c1 1amber from a Inagneti c to .1 11011InagnL'tic mate ria l. :\ 
titanium a lloy , 6A I -~\ . \\'as selected and <l total of ;23 
ehamhers ha\'e been fahricated ;.nd received a t JPL. 
Because' of thi s mate ri al change. the motor D evelop-
l11en t Phase used both steel and titanium chambers. The 
Qualifica ti on Phase and all fli ght IInits have used the 
tit a lliulll motor chamber. 
Th(' :\TS a pogee motor fli ght conliguratillli i ~ .,llo\\'n 
ill Figs. ~ and .5. Thl' compl C'te fli ght ullit. inclllding til(' 
~ak-and-ann d evin ' . \\'e iglls a pproxilllately ~~1 lh. CO Il -
tains 760 lb of an a lu minized p()I~ ' uJTthal1l' propellant. li as 
an o\'e rall ICllg th of .-' ill .. and has a diameter of approxi-
mately;28 in. The unit has been de\'eloped and qualifi ed . 
and has three times successfull y perfOlmcd its function 
of spacecra ft injection into a synchronous, equatori a l. 
earth orbit. 
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Fig. 5. Titanium chamber 
III. Design Features 
A. System Requirements 
The apogee motor was designed, fabricated , and tested 
according to speeifieatioll rl'quirellwllts established by 
CSFC (H.cf. 4). Excerpts from this motor speCifica tion 
that describe ,1' e major system requirements are given as 
Table 2. (See dJSO Table 3 and Fig. 6.) 
B. Motor Component Description 
The apogee motor assemhl y consists of th l:: hasic COIll-
ponents of ch amber, chamher insulation, nozzle, p ropel-
lant. igniter and safe-and-arm assembly, and halance 
\\·ei!!hts. Each of these w ill he descrihed in some de tail 
in the follOWing sections . Each major component has a lso 
been documented by JPL in separate Technical \I emo-
randums (see H.efere nces). 
1. Motor chamber 
a .. Haterial selection . The requirements for thi s task 
included the selection of a high-effici ency material for 
the chamber structure. Such a selection was hased on the 
folJo\\'ing mat( 'ri a I characll'risti cs: 
(1) 1Jigh yield streng th to demity ra tio. 
(2. ) Stre ngth re tention at t mp r,lIure. 
.1) Performance reliability and reproducibility at se-
lected \\'orking stress. 
( ~ ) \lateri ,l l and fahri cat ion economy. 
(.5 ) High stren rt lt witlt minimum distortion. 
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Table 2. Excerpts from the ATS apogee motor specification 
,. Oen3 .. 1 CI ... ifieation 
The ATS apogee rocket motor .h.1I be cI ... ified os •• p.c. v.hicl. rock.t motor of th •• 0Iid.prop.lI.nt type. It i. to b. u •• d for Iniectlon of the ATS 
.pacecraft into. nomin.lly circular equatorial orbit from Ih •• pogee of • lransfer orbil. It mu.t be cap.bl. of propell.nl offl,, ~dinll for u.e wilh 
.pacecrlft of varying we ights. 
2. Totll Impulse 
The nominll lotll impul.e for Ihe rockel molor in vacuo .h.1I be such IS 10 provide. v.locity increm.nl of 6100 ft/s 10 Ihe spacecrafl. Th. 101.1 impulse 
mu.t b •• dju.tlbl. to provide th. Ibove velocity increm.nl 10 •• p.c.cr.ft .... mbly h.ving • weighl which m.y b. of .ny of one of thr.e .pecified 
vllue •. The •• three value. will lie in Ih. r.gion of 1300 10 1550 lb. AI • given .p.c.cr.ft weighllhe tol.1 impul.e in vacuo, wilhin Ihe temper.lure r.nge 
of 2010 100°F, shill nol exceed 1.5% (3a) of Ihe nomin.1 v.lu • . 
3. Thru.1 
The maximum Ihru.t .1 100 ° F .nd V.cuum condilion •• hlll nol .cceler.le Ih. p.ylo.d by more Ih.n 9.0 g b.sed on • 1550-lb sp.cecr.ft. 
4. Spin Condilion 
The rockel molor .hlll function s.li.flctorify .fler being spun, .nd while 'pinning, .1 100 ± 50 rev/min. 
5. Time in Spice 
The rockel motor .h.II funclion s.ti.flclorily .fter 30 h maximum of spice exposure. 
6. Vibralion from L.unch Vehicle 
The rockel molor .hlll nol be .dversely Iffected from vibr.tion. [Iisled in T.bl. 3) which .r •• pplied .epar.lely .1 the engine mounts. 
7. Temperllure 
The rocket engi~ e .hlll function •• ti.f.ctor ily over Ihe tempe,.ture rlnge of 20 to 100°F. The engine .hlll .1.0 function •• Ii.f.ctorily with. 40"F 
t.mperature gradient .cro .. the grli n. 
8. Accelerltion 
The rocket motor .hlll not .uffer .ny delrimenta l eff.ct. from sillic Icceleralion •• pplied th rough Ihe .ttachmenl fitting. of 12 11 for 10 min .Iong Ihe 
'pin Ixi. oppo.ile Ihe direction of Ihru.I, 12 9 for 10 min Iiong Ih •• pin axis in Ihe dire< ;on of Ihru.l •• nd 2.3 9 for 10 min perpendicular 10 the 
spin axis. 
9. Momenl of Inerti. 
The rllio of Ihe roll momenl 10 the p ilc~ momenl of the lo.d.d .pogee molor .h.II be .pproxim.lely 1.0. 
10. Thru.1 Mi •• lignmenl 
The misalignmenl b.tween Ihe thru.t vector and th •• pin axis .t .ny lim. during burning .h.II nol exceed 0.001 in/in. 
11. Thrusl Offsel 
Projected Ihru.1 off.el II Ihe Ittlchmenl pl.ne of Ihe rockel molor sh.II nol exceed 0.030 in. 
12. B.llncing 
All qUll ity ... urance tesled and delivered Ipogee molors .h.II h.ve Ihe inert p.rt. dyn.mically b.l.nced .boul the .pin .xi •. B.I.nclng weights m.y be 
. dded (or m. l.ri.1 removed) II .ppropri.le loc.lion. on Ihe empty molor parts. No weighl .h.II be .dded or remo.,.d from the Inert puts .fter 
10ld ing. The .pin rale during dynlmic b.llncing .h.II be • minimum of 75 r.v/min. Th •• t.tic .nd dyn.mic unb.l.nce of Ihe .... mbled inert p.rts .nd 
loaded motor Issembly .hlll not exceed thlt specified in Fig . 6. 
1~ . Weight 
The weight .h.II be .pecified on th •• ppl icable drawings. The maximum w.ight .h.1I nol .xc.ed 850 lb. 
14. Envelop. Dim.nsions 
The rocket motor shill not .xceed the envelope defin.d by JPL. 
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(6) Fabrication ease. 
(7) High weld-joint efficiency. 
Candidate materials during the initial design phase in-
cluded AISI 4340, 17-4 PH, AM 350, AISI 410, 17-7 PH, 
PH 15-7Mo, Ti-6AI-4V (annealed), Ti-6AI-4V (heat-
treated), B120VCA titanbm alloy, and 2014 alumu urn 
alloy. Because of a good performance vs cost trade-off, 
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AISI 410 stain! 's steel was first selected. Its efficiency, 
from a strength-to-weight standpoint, was lower than 
many of the other materials, but was considered adequate 
for this application. Fabrication on the steel chambers 
was started; however, redirection of the Advauced 
SYNC OM to the ATS precluded the use of AISI 410 steel 
for flight application. Because of the new instrumenta-
tion on board the satellite, it was necessary that the new 
material be nonmagnetic. Selection was based on the 
same materials characteristics, already listed, with the ex-
ception that the alloy had to be nonmagnetic; cost, al-
though an important consideration, was not as great an 
influence as for Advanced SYNCOM, because materials 
meeting the high-efficiency and nonmagnetic require-
ments are more costly. Heat-treated Ti-6AI-4V was 
considered the outstanding material, as it was in the 
Advanced SYNCOM selection; however, it had been 
ruled out originally because of its higher cost. 
It was decided that the 30 already fabricated steel 
·.:hambers could be used to demonstrate adequacy of the 
chamber design in certain parts of the Development pro-
gram. The 23 chambers of Ti-6AI-4V were to be used 
for further Development and Qualification tests, and for 
Flight units. 
b. Design. The A TS chamber was designed at JPL. 
The titanium alloy chamber consists basically of two 
half-shells and a mounting ring for attachment to the 
satellite structure. Each half-shell consists of a 2:1 ellip-
soidal dome with a cylindrical skirt and requires only 
one girth weld for joining. At the apex of each dome are 
integral bosses for the igniter and nozzle assemblies. The 
nominal dimensions of the chamber are 28 in. in diam-
eter by 29 in. in length. The following criteria provided 
the basis for the chamber design: 
Maximum temperature 
End domes 
Cylinder 
Maximum operating pressure 
Minimum proof pressure at 
ambient temperature 
Minimum yield pressure at HO°F 
Minimum design allowable yield 
strength 
at ambient temi- ~rature 
at HO°F 
at 200°F 
200°F 
~ 10°F' 
270 psia 
285 psia 
300 psia 
150,000 psi 
144,000 psi 
129000 psi 
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Table 3. RequiNd vibration Input for apog .. motor 
"'rall. to thrutt 
COfIdltlon 
F,equency 
Met,nltudo (1.5 X .. pocNd) 'orpondlwl., to thrvtt 
ran,o, HI .al" • .xla, • 
SlnUlOid.' 
" .35·min logarithmic .w .. p at 2 5-15 
-
1~.ln. doubl. oITlplitud. \4· ln. dOllbl. omplltud. 
octove./mln from 5 to 2000 Hz 15-250 
-
3 3 
along thrull oal. and 2 ortho· 2~ - 5 5 
gonol aa •• ~2ooo 
-
7.5 7.5 
I.ndo .. 
6 min along each of 2 orthogonal 20-80 0.0. ,,'/HI 
-
T 
-
all.' in attachm.nt plan. 80-1280 Incroclling from 0.0. ,,' /Hz to 
0.07 ,,' /Hz at 0.61 dB/octo". 
1280-2000 0.7 ,,'/Hz 
6 min along thrll.' oxl. 20-1000 0.1 0' 'It" - -
Minimum weld tensile strength 
at ambient temperature 
Minimum buckling pressure 
at 200"F 
Improvement due to biaxial 
stresses rather than uniaxial 
140,000 psi 
340 psi 
+10% 
Material thickness, determined by the equation 
t = Pr/u for the cylindrical section, resulted in a calcu-
lated value of 0.0292 in. This is decreased to 0.0265 in. 
on the assumption of a biaxial strength increase of 101<. 
However, in the transition area between the cylinder 
and ellipsoidal ends, local bending occurs. An additional 
thickness of 0.0015 in., making a cylindrical section thick-
ness of 0.028 in., would be necessary to accommodate this 
force. The minimum necessary thickness for the domes 
was calculated at 0.033 in. To prevent buckling in the 
transition from cylinder to dome, a O.048-in. thickness 
was required. onsequently, the dome ~ ickness varied 
from 0.033 to l.048 to account for bucluing. From this 
information, the following results were expected in hy-
drostatic burst testing of a minimum chamber at ambient 
temperature: 
Proof r .";sure 
Yield pressure 
Buckling pressure 
285 psig 
312 psig 
340 psig 
Burst pressure 352 psig 
The proof pressure selected for chamber qualification 
was actually 302 psi. Since the actual properties obtained 
exceed the design properties, 302-psi proof tests were 
considered to provide a greater margin. 
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c. Fabrication. The ATS chamber was fabricated 
under a fixed-price contract in accordance with JPL 
specification and drawings. The contract schedule called 
for one chamber every 15 days after receipt of the first 
ATS chamber in May 1965, and t\ comp'etion date of 
April 1966. Chamber fabrication was completely success-
ful. Delivery of the last unit was made in liecember 1965, 
four months ahead of schedule. Only 3 chambers were ac-
cepted in which discrepancies were noted; these were 
assigned to developmental tests. The remaining 20 cham-
bers were acceptable for flight use. 
The primary processing of the chambers consisted of 
die-forging the half-shells (Figs. 7 and 8) and ring-rolling 
the mounting ring from forged billet. The end forgings 
from each billet were designated for aft domes. The for-
ward and aft. domes for ep.ch chamber were made from 
the same heat of material, where possible; or, were 
matched as closely as possible according to chemical 
composition and mechanical properties. The forging 
operation was followed by achining, appropriate heat-
eatment cycles, welding, aging, and finishing. All 
welding is done by the automatic TIC technique in a 
chamber capable of maintaining 99.91< pure inert atmo-
sphere. No filler wire is used, since the joints to be 
welded are machined to provide their own filler. 
The following list describes the general procedure in 
the fabrication and inspection of the titanium alloy 
chamber: 
(1) Forge dome and mounting ring at 1725e F. 
(2) Rough machine. 
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(3) lulion-tr '( t 1 h t 1 00- 17·0· ': w, t 'r-qu n h. 
( I . tn'\H Ii '\":' h al 9· - 1150·F: air-cool. 
(5) Finisl machine. 
( ) \\ ' 10 m un,:I), rin 
(7) \ \'t'ld hnlf-sh ll~ tog th r. 
(,<../ J\g' _ h aI9,·0- 11-0 · F; air-cool. 
(9 ) PI' f-l tat 302 p i. 
(10) Pad-:ag· nnd hip t JPL. 
\'nri U ' in pelion t chniq s nrc us 0 lhroughout th 
fabri ati n of th ' chamb 'r, in luell' , . micro. tructurn l 
annly. is, Hnd ultrasonic, p n trant, raui r, phic, ,nd di-
111 nsion, I in p ction. 
d. ,w fi!i ol io l1 . rl fo r and du ring th fabric:ltion 
pro S5, th fo rging, hating, and \\' Iding qua1ificatjon~ 
w r onduct d . For in qu lific, tio. wa of two kinels-
rilH~ and dom . 
Rill!!, forgill!!,. On ring fo rging was s I ct d at random 
f r en ·h h 'at u d. n Ion itudinal and on transver 
t n 'il ' sp cim n \\' r t, k n frol11 two diametri all y op-
p ( locations in th rin ,nd tested aft r agin . Th 
specification!' requir d that th m t rio I m t th f llow-
ing pI' P rti : 
him, tc tr ngth 
Yield tr ngth 
~ Ion ._ti0n 
Reduction :n area 
160,0 to 175,000 psi 
150, P i, minimum 
10( ~, minimum 
30' ( minimum 
Dome? • lillg. On for ing \Va ' tak n from the c I. 'r 
and two 1rom tll nd of ach ingot for tll purpo c 
quail ication. ('ctioning of the for ing to pro id s v n 
trn il spccim n from various location r ult d in d '-
. truction of th for in . < rom th end f ring , fou r len-
i1 p cimen wcr sc tion d in a mann r tll, t permitt d 
usc of the for in s for fabri tion of lh hamb r . Th 
m h nic, I prop rt. r quir m nt w r a aIr ady p ej-
fi d. In addition, on t II il !.pecim n \Va takl'n from 
each for ing uscd to fa Jricat th 23 h, mb r . th m-
ehanic, I pr perty r quir m nl b i a p cifi d pr -
viou Ir. ~ I i cr tructur, I . nal), ·i. was also p rfonn d on 
a h orging u. l,d for qllalific, tion or fabricalion. ach 
. ampl mu t xhil it an quinx d , fin -"rain d ·tructure 
(I than T~I :"\ . - grain siz) "ith , minimum of 
30 ( primary l'I: in an lr:-f3 matrix. 
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Fig . 7 . Forging operation in progress 
Fig. 8. Finished forg ing on re moval from d ie 
\\' Id qua!i(ic. tion wa:; c ndu t d b imul. tin th 
two \\' Id r quir d in th pro .. Two \\' Id . p cimen 
were taken rom ach of the imulal d joint . The mal -
rial u cd had lind rgon lh am fabrication r nd in p '-
lion st ps d; h d th · chaml r it If. Th \V Id d 
~p im n w r r quir d lo h.1\' < n ultimat minimum 
lrength of 140.000 psi . In addi tion , microhardn sur-
v y \\\ onduct d for ch p cim n. Th h. rdn of 
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th w ld wa t of th par nt m t, I h 
m r thAn 3 di, m lId-hardn numb r . 
e. titanium h, mhfT \\' r 'ubj t d to 
hyelrobur~ Ie t . r(;'s~ ur ' insid th ch,lmber ' \Va 1 uill 
up 10\ I I 302 psi h ld f r 5 min, , nel resumed until 
faikr occurred (Fig. 9), The fro IlIr f < 11 11 r ham-
b rs app ar c1 I.' S ntial1y the am aod no bu kling w • . 
en. 
The following . r data obt, ined a a r ull of th 
hydrobur t t t: 
Chamb r 
Cod serial 
number 
B-4T T-l 
B-ST T-S 
B-6TF T-6 
Proporlion 
limit 
355pi 
375 pi 
Bur t 
pr ssm 
420 pig 
101.' prvporlional limit valu iv n as d t rmin cl 
from th pr 'ure volum cu r . hamh r T-6 wn 'tati ,-
fir c1 b for the hydrobur. t t sting. 
hamber T-l w s test d by th manufacturer; tJl r-
maining two chamb r w r I , ted a t JPL. Tensil p ci-
---
Fig. 9. Chamber B-lT cfter hydrostatic burst test 
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samp1 incH 'a tt' tll'11 lh 
' Impl 
onelo 
ac cpte I Ipchniqll Ps <I orcl ing to tll , r qUiT n nl. 
f rlh I J PL. mar dl' tai led elt' ripli n f th 
motM chamb'r is iwn in Hef. 
ozzlc. T !lou 1e ( ig. 10) wa d 
of num 'r lI ' t. I -of-th -, rt 
d ,y I pm ' nt f lh 
ap Th prin ipnl hang lap -
wrnpp 'd n tru lion , a silica xit L1 a p fti. II 
un lIpport el r ntil r ,d graphjt , tllroul ins'Tt, an 
aluminum bit-on alt, ehm nt ring, nd a ntour d x-
p'.n i n on. Ba ic cl si nand la1;ricalion pro dur 
pr elu 'cd a pr ision nozzl \ ilh , minimum thru t 
tor misali nm nt. 
GRAPHII{ 
THROAT INSERT 
,.,.-AlUMlf"UM 
/'" 01;" ,!RACM 
~~~~ . 
... r lAP -WliAPPEO 
/ CA BON CLOTH 
, INUM 
ATlACHMENl 
RING 
Fig. 10. Prefire noule assembly 
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4. Design footflrel. To improve the pitch moment of 
inertia of the spacecraft-apogee motor combination, the 
nozzle is submerged into the motor chamber to an ex-
pansion ratio of 4.5:1. This design allows a greater reduc-
tion of heat transfer at the aft end of the motor case than 
does an external nozzle design. Two disadvantages arise, 
however: (1) some energy in the combustion gases is lost 
through flow reversal, and (2) the hot, submerged throat 
insert, after motorburn, radiates heat to the motor cham-
ber, which in tum radiates heat to the spacecraft. 
A contractor developed the ATS nozzle contour, using 
a two-phase (gaseous and solid particle) nozzle combus-
tion gas flow computer program. The contour consists of 
a circular arc throat section joined smoothly 3 in. down-
stream of the throat to a lOS-in. circular arc. The initial 
half-angle at the intersec.tiou of the arc is 26 deg, and 
tne final exit cone angle is 10 deg. The computer pro-
gram predicted an improvement of 2 s for specific im-
pulse. Actually, the specific impulse improvement of the 
A TS motor over that of the SYNCOM motor Is about 5 s. 
This upgraded performance is attributable to a combina-
tion of both nozzle contouring and motor scale-up. 
The four-piece nozzle consists of an aluminum attach-
ment ring, a high-density-graphite throat insert, a tape-
wrapped carbon cloth throat section, and a tape-wrapped 
silica cloth exit cone. The carbon cloth is impregnated 
with a highly sub tituted ring structure phenyl-aldehyde 
condensation resin. The silica cloth is impregnated with a 
modified, filled phenolic resin. The threaded silica nozzle 
body and a matching threaded aluminum ring, bonded 
with an epoxy adhesive, constitute the nozzle attach-
ment ring joint. Physical dimensions of the nozzle include 
an area expansion ratio of 35:1, a 4.08-in. throat diameter, 
and a 24.14-in. exit plane diameter. The sonic throat sec-
tion and nozzle exit plane are 31.84 in. apart. 
b. Fabrication. The nozzle body blank fabrication 
begin~ with the carbon cloth throat section being ta~­
wrapped (parallel to the centerline) on a contoured 
mandrel. } n 8-deg angle is machined on the carbon cloth 
at an area ratio of 8:1, to maintain a realistic silica cloth 
bond line in the exit cone. SiUca bias tape is next 
wrapped at an 8-deg angle to an area ratio of ~:i, ,,'len 
at a 4-deg angle. The unit is capsulated in a vacuum bag 
and receives the final cure at 3OO-F and 1000 psig in a 
hydroclave. 
Final fabrication operations includ contour-machining 
th outside surface of the nozzl body, threading the 
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body to accept the aluminum attachment ring, and 
threading the carbon cloth throat section to mate with 
the graphite throat insert. The throat insert is threaded 
to provide a mechanical interlock after motor firing. An 
epoxy adhesive is used to bond both the throat insert and 
the precision at .l"hment ring tc the nozzle body. The 
unit is now ready for the final precision contour machin-
ing of the inside surface of the nozzle with a diamond 
tool. This procedure ensures maximum nozzle alignment, 
close dimensional control of the internal surfare, and a 
precision surface finish. After fabrication is complete, the 
unit is Inspected on a p\'ecision rotating fixture to deter-
mille the nozzle centerline misalignment and any out-of-
roundness of the throat, exit con , and other alignment 
surfaces. 
To protect the interior of the motor from contamina-
tion, a nozzle diaphragm is instaned over the leadiug 
edge of the throat insert. This diaphragm, fabricated 
from O.OO4-in.-tbick 1100-0 aluminum and pressure-
formed from a precut disk. is bonded to the nozzle inlet 
with an epoxy adhesive. The diaphragm bursts at approxi-
mately 30 psig during the motor ignition phase. 
Before a nozzle is assigned to a motor, it is weighed. 
x-rayed, and pressure-tested. The pressure test prevents 
two possible failure modes by confirming the integ ity 
of the nozzle attachment O-ring surface, and by ensuring 
a gas-tight seal between the nozzle bod,. and attachment 
ring. Typical misalignment for the 8-lb flight nozzle 
attached to a motor chamber is 0.002 in./in. with a 
O.OO3-ln. offset as projected to thb motor attachment plane. 
c. Teating. Before the ignition of the apogee motor, 
the spacecraft may complete one to five Ci .1es in an 
elliptical orbit with the apogee position being at syn-
chronous altitude. While the spacecraft is moving in 
these elliptical orbits, the nozzle exit cone, which extends 
out of thtl aft-section of the spacecraft, is rapidly cooled, 
thus establishing a nozzle exit cone temperature gradient 
(axial direction). To permit evaluation of the integrity of 
the exit cone under these low temperature conditions, a 
simulated temperature vacuum test was conducted at 
JPL. A tt 'rmocoupled nozzle was mated to a motor con-
taining inert propellant so that heat transfer character-
istics between nozzle and chamber could be maintained. 
The assembled unit was then positioned in an environ-
mental test chamber (Figs. 11 and 12) and the pressure 
was reduced to 3 X 1()-4 torr. Liquid nitrogen was circu-
lated through the radiative shield until an average shield 
t mperature of -300-F was established. 
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Fig. 11. Nozzle test setup for vacuum exposure 
4-h low temperature cycle W3 e tublishf"d th t is 
ignificantly mor severe than night n ironment . Th 
cooling peri0d r quir d 3 h for the end of th exit cone 
to reach -190° F and 1 h for the exit cone to reco er to 
ambient temper ture (70°F). pon compl tion of the 
fiv - ycle t st th nuzzle \Va r moved from the chamb r. 
\ i ual. nd radiographic in p ction , and alignm nt check-
out of th nozzle, r vealed no deleteriou ff ct from th 
t mp rature-Yu uum nvironment. The nozzl \Va. a -
igned to developm nt ~ode G-4 a .. d tatic-fired at si'11U-
lat d altitud at mold En CT ineerir1g Den'lopment C nt r 
E ). Tullahoma, T nne ee. 
II n07Zle have perform d u c full durin motor 
fir'n . , x pt for on url y development unit that \Va 
te t d in the ]PL zero-flow diffu er f.,cility at Edw. rds 
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-338 
Fig . 12. Nozzle vacuum exposure wi th rad iative shield 
in place 
T t tution (ET. ). Edward 'r Force Base. California: 
fter a 17-s motor operation, th nozz\" body w ex-
pelled from the attuchmpnt :-ing becau e of the xce iv 
heat loads radiat d by the hot diffuser tube to the alu-
minum nozzle adapter rin . Four nozzl s wer tested 
during the De el0PT ent Phase at simulated altitude at 
AED . In imulate~ altitude th exhaust gases und rgo 
complete cxpan ion in the nozzl causing reali tic heat 
flux load , <har, and ro ion in th exit con . 
Two motor fired woil pinning at lOU rev/min sig-
nificantly aff cted the postfir condition of the nozzle 
when compar d with nO:1 pillDi-Ig firings . Thcre wer 
not iceable chan : throat erO ion was reduced, a mil i-
mum amount of aluminum oxide deposit r main d on th 
ubmer d th:-oat ction, and rutting of the leading 
edg of the rraphit throat wa n gligible. Both pinning 
motor W Ie instrum nted with thermocouple:; on the 
nozzl {-'xi t cone. The eX "mal temperatur s of the exit 
con wer signifi antI}' I low th degradation tempera-
tur of the r in inder sy tern. ince motor balanc aft r 
11 r('ft-rem'(" in Ihi~ r('port to JPL t· conduded at Edward. Tf"it 
lalion i inl 'nde 1 10 I1lNn at Ill(' )PL nr >' f ET . 
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firing is important, the lower temperatures help maintain 
the structural integrity of the nozzle, and prevent exces-
sive distortion that could effect motor imbalance and 
misalignment. 
Before the disassembly of a spent motor, a mechanical 
inspection of the chamber and nozzle is performed to 
determine the geometric centers of the nozzle throat and 
exit plane. The geometric thrust vector misalignments 
and offsets are tabulated for three motors fired at simu-
lated altitude (Table 4). The postfire alignment rJsults 
may be considered greater than misalignment and offset 
that cccur during actual motor firing, since the nozzle 
exit cone distorts during postfire heat-soak and subse-
quent cool-down. 
Table 4. Alignment data from simulaled altitude tests, 
Development Phase 
Misalignment, in./in. 
Offset at attachment 
Code 
plan., in. 
Prefir. Postfir. Pr.fire Postfir. 
Specification 0.001 0.001 0.030 0.030 
GSFC/S2-0153 
E· l 0.0003 0.0006 0.008 0.014 
G·3 0.0001 0.0006 0.004 0.016 
G-4 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005 0.005 
Nozzle throat erosion and weight loss during altitude 
firings at AEDC are shown in Table 5. Two of these 
nozzles were sectioned to determine char depth of the 
ablative material. The submerged carbon -::loth throat 
section chars completely, as a result of both firing and 
heat-soak loads. Char depth in the exit cone is usually 
500/1 of the thickness, so that structural integrity is main-
tained for motor balance and thrust vector alignment. 
Fifty nozzles were fabricated for the motor program, 
including the units assigned for flight application. Thir-
teen of these were fabricated with an area expansion of 
8.5:1, th~ minimum ratio for the submerged nozzle; the 
remaining units were of flj ht configuration. The shorter 
nozzles were constructed as a cost-saving measure and 
were used on the HeavywaU and Basic series atmo-
spheric firings . The nozzle has been successfully devel-
oped and subjected to all flight environments, including 
those of shipping temperature, booster vibration, booster 
acceleration, temperature cycle, space temperature-
vacuum exposure, and spin firing. Additional nozzle de-
tails are given in Ref. 6. 
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Table 5. Nozzle Ihroal erosion and weight 1011 in 
simulated altitude lesls, Development Phase 
Throat .rollon I W.ight lOll, Condition Cod. (ar.a), " 
" 
E·l 1.92 3.89" Nan ' lpinning 
E·2 1.67 4.28 Non ' lpinning 
G·3 1.33 4.35 Spinning 
G·4 1.48 4.34 Spinning 
IH.avyweight nozzl • . 
3. Chamber insulation. The motor case insulation is 
designed to protect the chamber from the hot combus-
tion gases during propellant expulsion. The case is pri-
marily designed to withstand only operating pressures, 
and mt the heat flux loads and temperature (5250°F) at 
which the propellant front advances during motor oper-
ation. The chamber must, therefore, be thermally pro-
tected to avoid catastrophic failure modes such as a 
bum-through of the O.028-in.-thick-titanium chamber 
wall. Each case is insulated with NBR Cen-Card V-52 
insulation. 
a. Design features. The composition of V-52, which 
affects its performance during and after propellant ex-
pulsion, is that of a butadiene-acrylonitrile rubber, with 
the ingredients of silica, asbestos, a dehydrogenation cat-
alyst, a plasticizer, curatives, and an antioxidant. Typical 
physical properties of vulcanized V-52 are shown in 
Table 6. This material has been specifically formulated 
to withstand the internal environments of high tempera-
tures up to 7000°F and the erosive exhaust products 
of the solid propellant motor. The material can also 
accommodate long-tenn storage and low temperature 
environments. 
Table 6. Physical properties of the V-52 insulating 
material 
Property Value Test method 
Hardne .. , Ihore A 82 ASTM 0 676 
Specific gravity 1.334 GTR 17~ 
Parallel tenlile Itrength, psi 1600 ASTM 0 412 
Perpendicular ten III. Itrength, pli 1600 ASTM 0 412 
Aged parall.1 tenlile Itrength , pli 1800 ASTM 0 412 
Parallel elorllation, % 400 ASTM 0 412 
Perpendicular elongation, % 
.500 ASTM 0 412 
Aged parollel elongation, % 200 ASTM 0 412 
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The -52 me trial, manllfactllr d und r conditions of 
strict quality control, wa cho n b caus it wa succ ss-
full us d in th Y 0 1 c pog motor and has b n 
u d in num rous oth r solid ro k t programs. Th prop-
erty of th mc t ric I to adher to it If in a completely 
charr d tate and r main in po iHon after motor bllmout 
constitu ted th final r ason for the choi .. This adJl sion 
hamct rio ti c h Ips to maintain both static and dynamic 
motor al. n aft r prop lIant xpul ion an important 
factor in pres r in the spin stabili ty of the pac craft 
throughl'lut its !if . pan. 
Th int m al urface of the chamber r quire special 
pr paration befor the in ulation is instaUed. The first 
op ration i a light b ad bla t to r <>mov surfac con-
taminants. xt th ase is cl an d with sol en t, th n 
\Vip d with a sodium hydroxid alkaline solution to re-
mov aoy r maining contaminants . Th final cl aning 
proc dur i th chemical etching of h 0 critical insuJa-
tion bonding surfaces. olution of nitric cid and hy-
drofluoric acid i u d to tch th urfac s adjacent to 
the chamb r op nings ther by en uring optimum bond-
in urfaces. The intemal urfac of the chamber receives 
h\lo coat of a vulcanizing rubber primer and one coat 
of a vulcanizing cement. Each coat of primer or cement 
is allowed to dry thoroughly after its application. 
Th insulation is purcha ed in calend red, unvulcan-
ized, 36-in.-wide rolls in thicknesses of 0.030 in. and 
0.0 0 in. Piec s resembling micircles (Fig. 13) are cut 
with the us of precision templates and th n positioned 
Fig. 13. Chamber insulation pattern pieces 
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in s qu nc in ide the chamber to build up th required 
thi kn S5 S. To n ur compl t lamination of th layered 
material, a tandard va uum bagging t chniqu i us d 
to r InO ntr. pp d air between the layer. Th insu-
ltd unit i t11 n plac d in an autocla and pressurized 
to 100 p ig ndnimum, aft r whi h the t mp rature i 
gr duall incr a d for vulcanizing (325° F for 2 h). 
B fore th pr ur is r leas d, th unit is allowed to 
cool gradually 50 that maximum bond str ngth i en ur d 
b tw n chamb r and in ulation. 
The fina op rations include trimming excess insulation 
at th chamber op nings and abrading the interior 
urfac of the ulcaniz d insulation to improve the 
prop lIant bonding 5urfac . Th insulation at the nozzl 
op ning i precision-trimm d to an 11.40-in. inside diam-
t r to acc pt the submerg d nozzle. Minimum clearance 
between th in ulation and the nozzle decreases the cir-
cumf r nlial gap by \ hich hot combustion gases can 
gain acc to th aluminum nozzle attachment ring. 
h. Compollent development. For the four static firings 
in the motor developm nt Heavyweight series, an exc ss 
amol.!Jlt of insulation was in taBed into the motor cham-
bers. The reasons for thi overage were (1) to ensur 
successful operation of the motor during static firing and 
(2) to provide sufficient virgin insulation material after 
propellant expulsion so that insulation char-depths could 
be determined. The insulation configuration for the 410 
steel case was complet d according to char data obtain d 
from Heavyw ight firings. 
The igniter and nozzle opening insulation thickness 
begins at 0.140 in. and tapers to 0.080 in. where the 
cylindrical case s 'ction is met. The cylindrical section is 
cover d by one layer of 0.030-in. insulation; less insula-
tion is required her because this secron does not re-
ceive the heat flux load until late in the motor run at 
motor tailoff. This design (configuration 1), developed 
for the stainles steel motor chamber, has been used sue-
cessfuBy on 22 motors in the Development Phase. The 
configuration has an averag weight of 10.3 Ib including 
1 Ib of primer and vulcaniZing adilesive. 
Four te I motor chamber -two in the Basic series 
fired at ETS at ambi nt conditions, and two in the 
Altitude series fired at AEDC under simulated altitude 
conditions-wer in trum nted with thermocouples 10-
ated on the external surfac of the chamber. The maxi-
mum t mperatur s recorded during the tests occurred 
approximatel 90 s after motor taiJuff. The maximum 
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motor temperature of 600°F occurs in the elliptical dome 
sections of the chamber. 
The titanium chamber required a different insulation 
design. Configuration 2, develop d for the titanium 
chamb r, contains 12.7 lb of insulation and vulcanizing 
adhesive. The insulation thickness is 0.200-in. at the 
chamber openings and tapers to O.OBO in. where the dome 
sections join the cylindrical section. The cylindrical sec-
tion requires one layer of O.030-in. insulation. 
Configuration 2 was evaluated by four motor tests. 
Two steel chambers were instrumented with thermocou-
ples and fired at the JPL site at ETS to confirm the 
design. The remaining two motors, with titanium cham-
bers, were fired at ambient conditions during the envi-
ronmental test phase. One titanium unit, instrumented 
with thermocouples, confirmed the expected chamber 
temperatures. A maximum chamber temperature of 500°F 
occurs in the dome sections 90 s after motor tailoff. The 
second titanium unit was first subjected to te~t environ-
ments (temperature cycle, booster acceleration, and vi-
bration) and then static-fired without any detrimental 
effects to the insulation or bond interface. 
The additional quantity of insulation in the titanium 
chamber dome sections is required to reduce case tem-
peratures during motor operation. The yield strength of 
OAI-4V titanium decreases rapidly at elevated tempera-
tures and is also initially lower (150,000 vs 180,000 psi) 
than 410 steel. The stress in the titanium chamber at 
peak motor operating pressure would approach the yield 
strength of titanium if the unit were allowed to reach the 
same temperature (350°F) as the steel case. The criterion 
for evaluating this insulation design is based on the mar-
gin of safety between the actual working stress in the 
chamber and the titanium yield strength at the operating 
temperature. Figure 14 uepicts a typical titanium-yield-
strength eurve for environmental test C-8T. 'Ibis figure 
shows that insulation configuration 2 provides adequate 
chamber temperature control during the motorburning 
phase. The additional insulation required for the titanium 
chamber helps to maintain postfire dynamic balance 
requirements, since some virgin insulation material re-
mains which tends to adhere symmetrically to the 
chamber surface. Configuration 2 was used for all Quali-
fication and Flight units. 
c. Quality control. The fabrication of the chamber 
insulation does not involve intricate steps or extremely 
critical processes. The vendor takes only normal precau-
tions to properly prepare and install the insulation pat-
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terns in the required sequence. Precision templates are 
used in the cutting of each piece of insulation. The most 
critical process is the cure cycle. The insulation lay-up is 
evacuated, pressurized, and heated fAt a given rate to 
achieve the proper cure and optimum bonding charac-
teristics. Cooling must be gradual, since the bond line is 
still quite weak during the final part of the cycle, and 
premature release of autoclave pressure may cause fail-
ure of the insulation-to-chamber ir.i:erface. To ensure the 
proper cure cycle the entire cure is docU!Ilented by tem-
perature, pressure, and vacuum recorders. 
Early in the program numerous chambers showed 
bond fa.lures between insulation and chamber at the 
iguiter and Dzzle openings. These failures were repaired 
to avoid a possible motor failure mode. Since the bond 
tensile and shear stress levels are highest at the chamber 
openings, this is the most probable location for an initial 
bond failure. H the bond is conceived for maximum 
strength, this type of failure would not occur. The bond 
failed as a result of improper preparation of the chamber 
surface. Cleaning the surface chemically assures optimum 
bond strength and ensures the removal of all oxidation 
contaminants. An alkaline (sodium hydroxide) rinse ap-
plied to the internal surface of the chamber removes 
most contaminants. Then an etch solution of nitric acid 
and hydrofluoric acid is applied to chemically clean the 
critical. titanium chamber openings. The application of 
the etch solution for 3 min removes less than 0.0003 in. 
of titanium. Since the introduction of the etching process, 
all chamber insulations have been securely bonded at the 
igniter and nozzle openin~' . Additional details on cham-
ber insulation are given in Ref. 7. 
4. Igniter. The ATS igniter is of the controlled-pressure 
type (shown in exploded and cross-sectional views in 
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Fig. 15. Igniter with development closure (exploded view) 
Figs. 15 and 16); it is a embled as a separate unit and 
is externally installed into the forward-end of the motor. 
The igniter i ecured by a high-strength nut with the 
igniter closure acting as the pressure closure for 
the forward-end motor opening. The ignition material is 
an aluminum- potassium perchlorate composition whose 
hot burning mass causes ignition by impinging on, and 
radiating to, the motor propellant surface. The aluminum 
igniter bask t is designed to with tand only the ignition 
pha e, after which it is consumed and expelled with no 
detrimental effect on secondary motor hardwar . The bas-
ket a sembly (less closure) weighs approximately 1 lb. 
a. Chronological development. At the inception of the 
ATS program, a scale-up of the flight-proven SY COM 
igniter wa attempted. Thi earlier de lop d ignition 
system (Ref. 2) con i t d of a highly p rforated fiberglass 
basket fill d with 60 g of pelletized ignition mat rial. A 
single, dual-bridgewire squib initiated the pellets (main 
charg ). The squib body was designed to function a 
the forward-end closur of the motor. The caled-up 
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Fig. 16. Igniter 
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Fig . 17. Components of scaled.up SYNCOM igniter 
YNCOM igniter for TS use (Fig. 17) consisted of a 
highly perforated steel ba ket fill ed with 200 g of ran-
domly packed pellets and an electrical squib for igniter 
initiation. Two t 'sts o~ this scaled-up ignition system re-
sulted in both baskets rupturing during igniter ignition 
(Fig. 1 ). Pres ure re ult. were al 0 incon 'i t nt b tween 
the two tests, Thes initial tes t~ 1" ; to the conclusion that 
caling the SY CO~1 igniter f 0 )' -\. TS u ::! would he ex-
tremely difficult if not impo sibL'. 
A contract was then let to dev lop a Polaris type of 
grain (co:ltrolled-pres ure) ignit r. Thi ignit r \\'as to be 
of h avy hardwar type requiring minimum t sting to 
prove the pyrotechnic system only. Figure 19 shows the 
cros -sectional view. modification of this igniter was 
d veloped at JPL (Fig. 20) by r placing the primary 
grain with 19 ALCLO pellets and increa ing the number 
of gas port in the main grain chamber from six to 
twelve. The additional ix holes were spac d 120-deg 
apa rt in two planes a:ong the cylindrical section of th 
ba. ket. For th fir. t II a\ y\\'eight molor tes t (A-2). uffi-
ient igniter te ting had been completed to estahlish the 
igni~er pyrotechnic train a 19 LCLO 0.052 pellets a 
the primary cha rg and 2 ALCLO grain , or slugs , as the 
main charge. dditional te ting \\'ith ignition test motors 
(In\'fs) 01' i olated igniter \Va continued to optimiz 
ba kct thickn and numher and size of ba kel gas 
port. Internal and ext mal basket insulation were al 0 
part of the continued testing. Basket materiaL te t d ran 
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Fig . 18. Scaled-up SYNCOM igniter after firing test 
the gamut of steel, fiberglass, nitrocellulose, magnesium, 
and aluminu n. 
Because of the excellcllt results achieved with the 
SY COM I squib (Ref. 8), a similar squib was us"d for 
the Developm nt Phas of A TS. The internal onfigura-
tion of the squib was the same as that of the SY COM 
but the squib body was d signed to adapt to a thr aded 
clo ure quib port. Later modification of the squib were 
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Fig. 19. Aerojet igniter design proposal 
made to the bridgewir attachm nt and resistor heat 
sinks to improv the reliability of the system. 
h. Desi n detail of present igniter. The ATS igniter, 
a finally de igned and pro d (Fig. 16), is of the 
controll d-pr ure typ . The prot chnics consi t of a 
squib that ignit s 19 p 11 t (primary charge). The p I-
I t bum, build up to a desir d pr ur , burst a soft 
aluminum diaphragm and ignit 2 larg L LO main 
grains ( 7 g/grain). Th hot ga ar th n ported into 
the motor hamb r through th t\ el gas ports located 
in th igni t r basket. Th flame temperature of th pyro-
t chni is about 000 ' F . For a total i nit r burn tim 
of 220 to 270 ms, an jnt m al ba k t P ak pr ssure in a 
ran of 1 00 to '0JO p i (d p nding on the temperatur 
onditioning of th ignit r a mbly) and an internal 
motor p ak pre ure in a rang of 212 to 273 p i ar 
produced. The i iter ba ket, made of 6061-T6 alumi-
num. ha t p red \ all "arying in thickn from 0.25 in. 
at the thread d ction to 0.1 in. at the dom . The ba ket 
i int m all insulat d with a silica-fiber-fill ed po)yur -
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thane materia) in such a manner as to hold and cushion 
the main grain. The diaphragm as embly (separating the 
primary charge from the main grain as shown in Fig. 15) 
is mad of laminated plastic (grade LE) and ha 31 gas 
port with O.I25-in. diamet r . A oft aluminum dia-
phragm of O.OO4-in . thickn 5S provides the d sir d pres-
ur buildup of the igniter pellets. A poly thylene 
diaphragm holds th pellets in plac and acts as a seal 
( orin typ ) for th basket-to-c1o ur interface. A cIo-
ure with thr e pre ur tap (a hown in Fig. 15) wa 
us d during th D velopment Phase; it is made of heat-
treated tainle s st I and insulated for prot tion from 
prop Ilant burning. The f1ight-typ cIo ure with squibs, 
WI ll b a part of th af -and-arm devic (see Sec-
tion IV-A-9). 
c. Igll/ ~e r testing and Qua7ification . A complet series 
of t t ha been run on th ignit r as an i olated unit 
to te ·t the ariou subcompon nts a well as th ability 
of th unit to with tand onl the ignition phas . Hydro-
hur t t t wer perform d on un ported baskets to check 
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Fig. 20. Modified Aerojet Igniter (exploded view) 
th - 'fference in variou tapered wall thickn s s. Shock 
te t on bask t with gas ports wer run to check pos-
sibl yield fr m th ignition phase. Fiberglass and 
nitro ellulose ba ket failed during the e test ; but the 
6061-T6 aluminum bask ts show d little or no yielding 
after r peated t ti'lg with shock pre ur s in a ran of 
1 "00 to 2900 pia. <:ingle igniter firin"f , with a Full pyro-
techni load, were tested to examine th abilit of the 
igniter bask t to withstand th burning of th p II ts and 
main grain . High-sp ed movies wer .en to 'amine 
f1 ame-spr ad in charact ri tics (Fig. 21). Postfir inspec-
tion how d he a port erod d to about 25rt, of their 
original siz . Four i niter were ubjected to temp rature 
c clin with no noticeable Hect on ph, ical char. ct r-
i tic ' or p rformance. Thr i nit rs were put" through 
vihration testin and two igniters \ er centrifu cd with 
no (leI teriou. effect. Two i niter have b e1 throu h 
all thr cnvironm ntal t t (c ntrifuge, vibration , and 
temp r, tur c, ling), inspect d , and fired \\ith no eff ct 
on pI r ~:manc . H . drol.ur t t t w r 1 un on th i niter 
c103. r to h ck for i Id . buckling, and failure . Th clo-
ure wa. tou,d to h. VI" a "Dargin of af ty of 1.45 0n 
bucklin and 4.2 on railur (b "·sting). 
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ITM te fing. I nitiun te t motors (ITM w r cast and 
fir d with an as-cast surfac. n as-cast urfacis con-
sid r d to b fu I-rich and mor difficult to i nit than 
a machined prop ell nt urfa . T n ITM t t wer run 
including 0 test with oni on main grain in the 
i iter. All tests including the one- rain t t. showed 
clo <> r lanon in pr ur and time. 11 motor ignited 
satisfactoril . Th on -grain te t proved, to some de ree, 
th margin of safet in th i nit r y tem . 
1oto,. testing. During the program 30 full -seal :1evel-
opm ntal motor. have b en fir d with the i nite r per-
formin ati ~ ' ctoril in all test. The firings have 
c r d t mp ratur s of 10· , 60· , and llO·F. Th T' have 
be n low-pressure and atmospheric starts. Exc pt for 
i niti n d I?' 'im , which d p nJ on th firin circuit, 
11 m asur d p , ram ter within th ignition s qu nc of 
th i nit r howed a high d r of uniformity. 
Qualification I stin/!,. In th i ht Qu< lific, lion firin 
conduct d at _ED , th JP ignil r a s mbl and th 
HDL ,fe-and-arm d vic (Fi . 22) w r u d. Th r-
ult ~ this formal ignition qualifi ation ar 1I .mariz d 
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Tabl.7. Motor 'gnltlon data, Qualification Ph a .. 
'D I 'M ! Tft' T ."'p.ratur., Cod. Run Ilnltor (1''') of 
Q·8T 1 QIG·8 Jul 29 100 .. 33 
Q·6T 2 QIG·6 Aug 3 100 3 31 
5 100 3 32 Q·2T 3 QIG·2 
I 9 100 1 39 Q·"T .. QIG·" 15 .. 0 2 .. 2 Q.5T 5 QIG·5 .. 0 :2 3 .. Q.7T 6 QIG·7 18 19 .. 0 2 .. 1 Q·1T 7 QIG·l 
Q·3T 8 QIG·3 Aug 23 .. 0 3 37 
$eo Appendix for Ignition •• ..,t. Index. 
in Table 7. A separate JPL Technical Memorandum has 
been written on the ATS ignition system (Ref. 9). 
5. Balance weights. To maintain spin stability through-
out the mission, stringent balance requirements have 
been placed on the motor before and after propellant 
expulsion. The allowable dynamic and static imbalance 
before propellant loading and at motor burnout are 
shown in Fig. 6. 
Static imbalance, alone, shifts the principal axis paral-
lel to, but not collinear with, the spin axis of the motor. In 
mathematical terms, static imbalance can be defined as 
S =Wr 
where 
S = static imbalance, lh-in. 
W = motor weight, Ib 
r = principal axis shift, in. 
Dynamic imbalance, alone, tilts the principal axis with 
respect to the spin axis. Therefore, the principal axis will 
generate a double cone about the motor spin axis, whose 
apex is at the center of gravity of the unit. Dynamic im-
balance can be defined as 
where 
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D = dynamic imbalance, Ib-in.2 
a = principal axis tilt, rad 
g = acceleration due to gravity, ft/s2 
' '''j ' A 
"'" 
'Dwt "1 
"'" 
'·.tt .. , 
"'. pala 
37 11 48 28 1693 250 101 
3 .. 9 43 23 187 .. 257 101 
35 10 .. 5 28 1923 250 100 
40 5 45 23 1879 272 100 
.... 9 53 25 1215 23 .. 102 
36 12 .. 8 25 1821 221 101 
43 11 54 33 1362 213 101 
40 10 50 28 1578 230 100 
1", = mass moment of inertia about pitch axis, Ib·in.-s2 
lz = mass moment of inertia about spin axis, Ib-in.-s2 
In a realistic case of imbalance there will be a com-
bination of static and dynamic imbalance. Therefore, 
the principal axis will be shifted and tilted with respect 
to the spin axis. 
It is not possible to have the motor in static and dy-
namic balance both before and after propellant expul-
sion. The more critical balance requirement is after 
motor burnout, since the unit stays with the spacecraft 
during its life span. Therefore, to minimize the motor 
imbalance at burno\!t the empty assembly is balanced 
before loading takes place. For this purpose a vertical 
balancing machine (from MB/Trebel Machine, subsid-
iary of MB Electronics, New Haven, Connecticut) that 
operates on a hard bearing-force measurement (trans-
1ucer) sy~~em is used for the inert units. 
The empty motor assembly is placed in the vertical 
position on the balance machine within 0.001 in. of the 
spin axis. Static and dynamic balance are then achieved 
in one operation. The required location and thickness of 
balance we.ights are determined by direct console read-
out. Table 8 summarizes the weights and the amounts of 
imbalance removed from the empty Qualification motors. 
Balance weights of leed (1/8- or 3/16-in.-thick) are 
permanently affixed to the motor with an epoxy adhe-
sive. The two selected balance planes are located 1.5 in. 
from the motor attachn.ent surface (inside of the mount-
ing ring) and 26.25 in. aft of the attachment surface on 
the nozzle adapter ring. The weights, their location in 
azimuth-as wen as distance from the center of gravity, 
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Table e. Preflre motor balance data, Qualification Pha .. 
I"' ....... ce I I",balanc. ,_a.ed , ..... Inln. 
Cad. Cha",1Mr Na .. l. 
Stllfk. Dynamic, Italanc. Italance Shltlc, Dyna",lc, 
lIMn. lIMn. • wel.h., • wel.h., • lIMn. IIt.!n.' 
Q·lf 0.9 14.6 19." 73.7 0.3 " .0 
Q.,~ 0.8 30.2 "2.9 88.3 0.2 .5.0 
Q·3T 1.4 9.7 18.1 79.2 0.2 .5.0 
Q·"T 1.7 27.8 .... 6 ..... 2 0.1 3.0 
Q • .5f 1.0 19.9 33." 4.5.0 0.1 " .0 
Q·6T 0.8 1".0 21.5 .52." 0.1 2.0 
Q·n 1.1 8.7 17.8 .. 7.9 0.2 " .0 
and their distance from the motor centerline are re-
corded. It is then possible to calculate the amount of 
static and dynamic imbalance removed by the addition 
of the weights. Before the motor is removed from the 
balance table, a residual imbalance determination is 
made to ensure that the unit has been balanced within 
0.5 lb-in. static and 5.0 Ib-in.2 dynamic imbalance. 
Static and dynamic imbalance have been determined on 
six motors loaded with live propellant. These units were 
initially balanced in the empty configuration. The imbal-
ance of each unit did not exceed the specification re-
quirements (see Table 9). The imbalance of live units was 
tested on a vertical balance machine (from Gisholt Ma-
chine Company, Madison, Wisconsin) at Vandenberg Air 
Force Base, California, because this facility is designed 
for hazardous operatio . 
It is impossible to detennine accurately the amount of 
postfire imbalanl-'e after static or spin-fire testing. The 
presence of gravity and the handling-removing from test 
Cad. 
G·2 
E·2 
D·2T 
f 1 
'·2 
' ·3 
-
Table 9. Loaded motor Imbalance data, 
Development PhaM 
I"' ..... nn ,.....nnl"l 
Static. 1lHn. Dyne"'Ic. lIMn.' 
1.' 31.1 
6.' 31 .7 
0." 3.3 
3 . .5 36.' 
2 '. 15." 
3.0 30.' 
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cell, transporting, and setting up in the balance machine-
of the fired hardware causes the loosening and nonsym-
metric redistribution of the charred insulution. Only one 
unit from the Altitude series ,,~, subjected to a postfire 
imb .. lance determination. This unit met the maximum 
specification requiremonts. However, most of the charred 
insuhtion had to be removed from the chamber because 
it had fallen from the walls during shipment from AEDC. 
The remaining, intact insulation was unsymmetrically 
distributed, so provided nonconclusive balance data. 
6. PropellDne and grain configuration. The propellant 
for the A TS apogee motor, JPL 540, is a composite sys-
tem containing polyurethane fuel binder, ammonium 
perchlorate oxidizer, and aluminum fuel additive 
(Ref. 10). This system is the same as that wed in Lie 
SYNCOM and EARLYBIRD programs. The propellant 
is mixed in a vertical Sigma-blade mixer in 12OO-lb quan-
tities. This batch is sufficient to cast a single apogee unit, 
ten batch check units, tensile specimens, and peel test 
samples. Propellant mixing and casting are carried out 
under a pressure of 5 torr or less. The A TS unit is cured 
at 140°F for 5 days. The quality control charges are 
cured at 140°F for only 72 hours. 
The ten 12-lb batch-check units (Fig. 23) verify each 
propellant batch for ballistic properties. Two units arl> 
fired, each at temperatures of 10° and 110°F. Six units 
are fired at eooF. Excellent agreement between batch-
check data and ATS firings has been achieved (Ref. 11). 
The grain design of the A TS motor is basically a 
straight cylinder with a smalJ web of propellant at the 
forward-end. The geometric configuration is such that 
propeIJant burnout occurs in the two ellipsoidal ends 
before taking place in the cylindrical section. Theoreti-
cally, a sliverless configuration is attained; however, be-
cause of possible erosive burning, minor chuffs occur 
after motor tailoH. These chuffs, which have been repr0-
ducible, amount to only one-quarter percent of the total 
thrwt integral. Close quality control of insulation dimen-
sions and post-cure machining of the propellant surface 
has greatly reduced the amount of motor chuffing. 
The propellant is completely case-bonded. No release 
boots are wed. To achie\' reliable bonding of propellant 
to chamber insulation, the insulation is treated a day 
before propellant casting with a solution of 75% methy-
lene chloride and 25~ toluene-2,4-diisocyanate (TOI). 
Methylene chloride, which is cariStic, attach the insula-
tion and aJlows the TOI curing agent to penetrate the 
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Fig. 23. Sectional photograph of the 5 X 13 batch-check motor 
in~l\lHtion mf, c . The in ulation i po d to thi solu-
tion for only 3 min. Th r moval of the m th I ne chlo-
ride i then at ompli 'h d by 0 n urying I a ing onl 
tl, ~ curin r agent (TDI). Th prop lInnt is al 0 curE'd with 
TDI : th r for . durin uring. an ff eti e ch mical 
bond 1 tw en prop \l ant and in ul. tion j achi v d. P I 
t st h. C 5ho\ n that th prop II nnt- insulation bond 
str n th i. r . t r th. n th tr n th of th ur el propel-
I nt. Th polym than prop II. nt h. a nominal t nsil 
str n th of 140 p i and an longation of '0('" wh n m a-
slIr d at maximum t nil . tr nth. 
7. Prop ;I.(mt trimming. In r -
T mot r a and p 'rf rali n m ndr 1 \\ 'r d-
i n d to allow the motor to b cast with an 0 erw"i ht 
f prop Ii nt wh n consid rin p th max.imum 
pac craft weight. on equently, b ca1Js{' it is ad ,n-
t ou to b abl to aIt r th p rforation surfa b 
uit. hI m an of trimmin . a r mot prop 11 nt-trimmin 
24 
f ility w s d ign d and installed at ET . Th h z rd-
ous natur of th trim op ration necessitat d that th 
trimming m, chin b hou d remot I from th p rator 
conlrol . 
Th trimm r nalogous to a hydraulically fed and 
t mplat -control I d boring m chin with th b· 'ring ar 
or ram, in thi cas . h ing f d upward. Th machine is 
sho\ n in Fig. 24 Trimming th cor diamct is achieved 
in th following qu nc . Th boring tool is set to a 
pr alculat d illamet raft r consid ration of tb volum 
L nd d n it"! of prop \l ant to b r mov d. Th motor is 
pIa el aft- nel-down on th trimm r turnta I , c nt r d, 
nel s cur d b bolts. 111 n , op r?ted from th ontrol 
buildin . th motor-tumt 0 1 a s mbl is rotat d b an 
I 'ctrie motor that Ff c t.J, prop r cut ting p d . In 
sequ n th bonn ram, whi h is raiseL hyd rauli~ ] 
at th prop r f drat , i r diall ontro\l d by a hydrau-
Ii rv m hani m that tr c s th shap of a precut 
t Ihl '<II' 'Th t mpi t control th hap and h ight of 
th cut; J-JC cutting tool radiu_, which can b adjust d 
ind p nd ntly produc the port di m t r. Th rap 
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Fig. 24. Remote propellant trimmer 
prop lIant drop· continuou ly into a chute through which 
it i. di charged into a partially evacuated hopper tllat 
eliminat ai rborne du t hazard and enable the scrap 
t be weigh d for a ~mal prop lIant , ight calculation. 
The entir operation i vipwed over clos d-cire:uit televi-
ion from th control building. 
The t ps in the actual cutting are threefold . The fi r t 
cut along the entire perforation length acts a a clean-
up cut, remo ing the taper g nerated by the casting 
mandr I; the original perforation diam tpr of about 
9.1 in . is enlarg d to 9.9 in. b thi cut. The e 'ond cut, 
locat d at th aft-end of the gra in provides an ntrance 
p rforation to fi t the ubm r ed nozzle. Th c-ombined 
weight remov d by th fir t tv 0 cut decrease the 
as-ca t. approximately 7 7 -Ib propellant weight by n arly 
~ _ Ib leaving aroUT'd 5 lb to b trimmed by the third , 
and final , cut. Th third cut lies parall I to th fir t, 
along th entire port length . Before thi cut i made, the 
final diameter is calculated to e ·tabli h th final propel-
lant weight. When tn" 'ninn i compl te, th motor i 
taken to n as 'embl and insI ection building. Th perfora-
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lion diameter and core concentricit}, ar mea ured for 
conformity, and the final prop lIant w igllt is determin U. 
To dat , the results show an accuracy of prediction of 
the prop lIant wight to within . 1 lb at the present 
design weight of 760 lb, and an ability to det rmine and 
r port th fin 1 weight to within ± 0.5 lb . Th urn of 
thes cons rvative figures ields an accuracy, from pre-
diction to reporting, of ± 0.2%. 
IV. Motor Development and Quolification Phases 
To produce the ATS solid propellant rocket motor, a 
normal sequence of events has been followed . These in-
clude the following phases: 
(1) Design of motor hard, are and auxiliary equipment. 
(2) Fabrication of hardware. 
(3) Developmed testing of motor. 
(4) Qualification testing of motor . 
(5) Loading and deli ery of flight unit. 
(6) EngineerinP' flight support. 
Throughout th Development Phase test r sults were 
evaluated and the motoi' component hardwar was r de-
igned when necessar, . 
A. Developmen Phase 
Th Devclo ment Pha for the apogee motor consists 
of 47 primary tests. The tests are catal ged into the 
11 rr:ajor subgroups hown in Table 10. The subgroups 
and the units contained in each subgroup are arranged 
in an approximatel sequential testing order. Each unit 
has b en designat d by a code. Principal test conditions 
an 'n ironment are specified for each unit. This table 
is intended only Lag neral ummary of the Develop-
ment Pha e. Ba ic test C-3A was a repeat of C-3. 
Te t C-3 ':1. the only ATS te t that was not of full 
d ation. t approximately 17 s after motor ignition, th 
nozzl hod wa expelled from it r taining ring, cau ing 
the motor to drop in pres ure, at which time it continued 
to burn to prop lIant compl tion. Test E-4 , which 
wa to evaluat th\' :lpog motor and synchronou -
altitud gravity-gradiem-spacecraft combination. wa 
< nc lied by C Fe. 
1. Heavywe'ght S13ries. Because of th'J lengthy pro-
ur ment tim ' in vol ed in producing tll f1ig~lt-' ight 
2S 
,. 
Table 10. Motor Development Phase 
T •• t conditions T •• t .nvironm.nt 
Serl •• Co.' 
Tamperature, 
T.mpe .... Shippln, Ioo.ter 
'F Ioo.te, Vacuum Location T •• t .tand type tur. tempera- ace." 
eyele ture .ratlon vibration Ifart 10 60 110 
A Helvyweight 10.·1 Inert propellint 10lding to check motor ce.ting fixture., el"ing procedures Ind ehlrge preplrltion 
(J3901512) A·2 V V 
10..3 V V 
10.-4 V ETS Single component V 
10.-5 V V 
8 Hydrobunt 8-1 
(J3901513) "10 Steel 8-2 
8.3f 
Ambient JPL None required Hydrobunt to destrudion 
B-4T 
(J390179O) Tillnium 8-5T 
8-6Tf 
C 8 .. ie C·I V V 
C.2 V 
Singl. component V 
C.3 
" 
V 
C.3A V 
Diffu.er V 
C-4 V ETS 
" C-5 
" " C-6 
" 
Single component 
C·7 V 
D Dynlmie model 0·1 
" " 
JPL Ambient ETS/JPL/Vendor 
D·2T 
" D-3 
HAC D-4 
D-5T 
None required 
Thermll mod.1 D-6F 
HAC 
HAC D·7f 
D-8TF 
E Altitud. E· I 
" 
V Single component 
E·2 
" " E.3T 
" 
AEDC V 
E-4r V Soft, HAC paylold 
" F Storlge F· l V V V 
" F·2 V ETS Spin-l50 r.v/min 
" 
V V 
F.3 \ 1 V 
" " aT stand. for lilanium chamber, F for fi red chamber, and A for repeal le.'. 
bCanCllled by Goddard Space Flighl Cenl.r. 
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Table 10 (contd) 
Telt condition I 
Serie. Code' 
Temperature, 
OF 
Location Te.t .tand type 
10 60 110 
G Environment G· l V 
G.2 \ ' 
ETS Sing le component 
G·3 \ ' 
\I t-- AEDC Spin- IOO rev/ min G·4 
G·S \ ' 
G·6 \ ' Spin- ISO rev/min 
G·7 \ ' ETS 
G·8T V Single component 
G·9T V Spin-I SO rev/min 
H Minimum propellant 
H· I load ETS Single component 
I Safe and arm '·1 \ ' ETS Single component 
J Omnidirectional 
antenna J· I \ ' ETS Spin- IOO rev/min 
Z Fl ight .ceeptanee Z·7T V ETS Spin- ISO rev/min 
chambers, JPL designed and had fabricated six boiler-
plate ATS motor chambers. These units were made from 
l/4-in.-thick mild steel; they duplicat d, within reasonable 
limits, the internal volum r rlimen ions at the aft and 
fon ard op ning and overa ll length of the flight cham-
b r. This 260-Ib chamber hardware (Fig. 25) was used 
for th fi e H ayY\ ight t t ( -1 through A-5). These 
t sts allowed JPL to e aluate early in the )Jfogram the 
de ign of th propellant-ca ting fixtur 5, th motor pro-
cessil1g and handling procedures and the design of vari-
ous motor subcomponent . The first unit (A-I) was loaded 
with an inert polyurethane propellant to ensure the com-
patibility of motor and casting hardware. This series of 
te t was a prerequi ite for th Ba ic te l eries. 
2. Hydrobur t eries. ix motor chamber!.. thr e each 
of teel and titanium, were desigoat d for hydro tatic 
de tructi e proofte ting to determine if de ign objective 
had b en m t. Two n wand on used chamber of each 
material were t ted. Re ults cf th titanium chamber 
t t re Ii ted on pag 11. 
T •• t environm.nt 
Tempero- Shipping Boolt.r 
Boolt.r ture tempero- oeeel-
eyd. tur. , .. atiOlt vibration 
\ 1 V 
\ f V 
V 
\ ' \ ' \ f 
\ 1 \ ' \ ' 
V \ 1 V 
\ ' 
3. Basic erie. TI1 fir -t of the flight-de igned 410 steel 
chamber were u d for the Ba ic te ts (C-l through C-7). Fig. 25. Heavyweight chamber hardware 
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Vacuum 
.tort 
V 
" 
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The objectives for the series were (1) to verify compati-
bility of the flight chamber with casting fixtures and 
handling equipment, (2) to verify motor firing at tem-
perature extremes of 10° and nO°F, (3) to further eval-
uate flight components under static test conditions, and 
(4) to further establish procedures for motor processing. 
This series was originally assigned five units for test-
ing. Three initial units were to be tested at OO°F, after 
which one unit each was to be tested at temperature 
extremes of no· and 100Y. After the five Basic tests 
were completed, a loaded unit capable of being fired 
over a known temperature range would be ready for 
environmental testing. The Basic tests were considered 
prerequisIte for the Environment series. Because a nozzle 
failure occurred on test C-3, caused by external heating 
to the nozzle ring, the test was repeated as C-3A. 
Tests C-6 and C-7 were assigned to evaluate the chamber 
insulation required for the titanium design. Therefore, 
eight tests, instcad of five, were conducted during the 
Basic series. 
4. Dynamic and thermal series. Motor hardware loaded 
with an inert JPL polyurethane propeJIant was used to 
verify the structural design of the loaded motor assembly 
to withstand booster acceleration and vibration loads. 
The physical parameters-density, tensile strength, elon-
gation-of the inert propellant composition duplicated 
those of the live propellant. Five dynamic models were 
fabricated. Three units (two steel and one titanium) 
were delivered to the A TS spacecraft contractor for dy-
namic testing of the combined spacecraft and apogee 
motor. Three fired motor assemblies (two steel and one 
titanium) were also delivered to Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany (HAC) for thermal testing of the spacecraft-apogee 
motor. 
5. Altitude series. Program planning called for the 
early static testing of two motor units at simulated alti-
tude conditions to establish vacuum motor performance. 
The JPL static-test facility at ETS was used for the ma-
jority of the developmental firings. Most of the ETS tests 
were conducted at atmospheric conditions, making accu-
rate motor vacuum performance data only a reasonable 
approximation. Two apogee units (E-l and E-2) wcre 
tested under simulated high-altitude conditions at AEDC. 
A simulated altitude of slightly greater than 100,000 ft 
was maintained during motorburn. Vacuum performance 
agreement between the two tests was excellent (Refs. 12 
nd 13). 
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The two remaining tests in this series (E-3T and E-4T) 
were also scheduled for AEDC testing. Test E-3T, fired 
during June 1966, was a combined spacecraft-apogee 
motor test. The synchronous-altitude spin-stabilized 
spacecraft and apogee unit were soft-mounted in test 
cell J-5. Thermal and vibration data were obtained from 
the spacecraft during and after motorbum (Ref. 14). The 
last test in this series (E-4T), tentatively scheduled for 
the synchronous-altitude gravity-gradient spacecraft-
apogee motor combination, was cancelled by GSFC. 
6. Storage series. Three motor units, cast in September 
1965, were placed in long-term ambient storage at ETS. 
These units were processed to flight-standard procedures, 
and all hardware components are of flight design with 
the exception of the 410 steel chambers. Before being 
placed in storage, the Ullits received grain alignment and 
final hardware alignment inspections, center-of-gravity 
determination, moment-of-inertia determination, and 
x-ray and ultrasonic inspections. The units were removed 
from storage at designated intervals for physical re-
inspection. The original plan called for one unit to be 
fired after one year of ambient storage and the remain-
ing two units fired after two years of storage. All storage 
units were subjected to test environments of temperature 
cycle, booster acceleration, and booster vibration after 
storage and before static-testing. The units were tested 
at ETS with a grain temperature of 10°F while spin-
ning at ISO rev lmin. 
The same propellant-insulation system was used on the 
earlier SYNCOM unit as on the present ATS unit. 
The SYNCOM motor has been aged for two and '1 half 
years at ambient conditions Wl~h no apparent degrada-
tion of hardware, propellant, or performance. No reai 
problems were expected with storage of this larger unit, 
but periodic inspections of the units were made during 
the storage periods. Two A TS apogee units (G-3 and 
G-4) as old as six months have been fired successfully 
under simulatt!d altitude conditions at AEDC. 
The first storage unit (F-l) was tested after 16 months 
of storage, on the last day of January 1967. This unit 
appeared tn ope te normally during its 45-s burn. A 
complete analysis of all prefire and postfire data revealed 
that the motor survived the 16 months of storage and sub-
sequent simulated launch environments. The remainiug 
two storage units, F-3 (20 months) and F-2 (24 months), 
have also been successfully static-tested. The results of 
this storage program have verified that after withstand-
ing at least two years of ambient storage the apogee 
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motor an th n b subj ct d to boo t ' r launch en iron-
m nt • nd suce s full y statie-l tC:'d . TO d gmdatioll in 
moLor p rformanc \Va ob r d from the prolong d 
~ torag(' . dditional d ta il of th torag ' pro r. m ar 
gi n in Ref. 1 ( P 3 -4 ). 
erie . Th v lopm nl program wa. 
ri of nin te t . Orig-
in:111 . 0 111 410 st el chamber , \ er 
a ign (1 tl of th introduction of the 
lil . nium hamb r two t ts add d- - T L nd 
.. 9T. l ndi idu I u it. L r ubj ct d to pc rat 
en ironments befor the a T '1) p ted and tati -t 
The fi n Itt inc1ud unit first bing subj""t n to all 
t st nvironment , in qu n c, and th n ta tic- t ted al 
gra in t mp ratur extr me of 10° and 1l0° F . nit G-6 
and -7 r pre ent th final En ironment te l witl1 th 
410 t I chamber. Titanium unit G- T \ a . ubj ted to 
th test environm nt b efor being t t d a t 10° F . 
"ith the uc sful compl tion of test G-9T th apog e 
unit wa con id r d read y for th formal Qualifi ation 
Pha e. T\ 0 unit in this ri s (G-3 and G-4) w re tatic-
t ted at ED under imulat d altitude conditions. The 
r ult ar given in a parat EDC r port (Ref. 15). 
8. Minimum propellant load test. single AT. unjt 
(H-1) wa proc d trimmed to a propellant weight of 
644 lb , and ta tic-tested (10°F) a t ET . Thi unit d m-
on trat d the ability to off-load th apog motor to 
provid th r quir d velocit increm nt for a 1300-lb 
(minimum \V ight) pac craft. Th apogee unit, as cast, 
con tained 785 Ib of propell nt; 141 Ib of propellant wa 
remo ed by th JPL remot trimming process. The H -1 
unit perform d as predicted. 
9. ate-and-aml test. Durin tl1 D elopm nt pro-
gram, G FC tabli heel th requirement that th apog e 
unit would r quire a safe-and-arm ( &A) d vice. Th 
d .v lopm nt of th flight igniter, a eli Cll sed in c-
tion IIT-B-4. had been compl t d by JPL. Di cu ion be-
tween G FC and JPL stabJi h d a mutuall a r eabl 
int rface b tw en tl1 i nit rand lh & de i e. Thi 
unit, both m ch nically and I tricall , blocks the 
sq uih. (clual q uihs-singl bridg wire) from th primary 
char of the igniter. Development h,st I-I a t ET was a 
10°F, ingl -compon nt te t to confinn th dimensional 
it and the compatibili ty of onl th m hanical part of 
the & d vic to the apo unit. The S& temp ra-
tur and the int gri ty of th fi e O-ring eal were con-
finned during thi motor firing . The developm nt pha 
for th HDL & de ice i covered in Ref. 16. 
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10. Omnidirectional antenna t st . D lopm nt te t 
J-1 \ a tl1 four h and final ttL., a s ri S onduct d to 
alua t th d ~ ign and r I a mechani m of an omni-
directional anl nna l b used on th T -C spac cra ft. 
TIp d ig n and fahri a tion of th ant nna \Va a 'ign d 
to lIugh ir raft om pan by F . Hughe w 'p-
p rted b JPL with thr apog motor ignition t ts and 
on full duration te t (J -1). hown in Fig. 26 th an-
tenna is loca t d a t th ap x of a fib rgl dome, \ hieh 
in turn is mount d lo th nozzl xjt con of th apog 
motor. During laun h the antenna-dom will bud 
UJ)lil motor ignition at whi h tim it i xp 11 d . 
Th fir t thr e test , witl1 onl th ignition pul u 
to xp I the ant nna- dom , tablished final d ign re-
lease time and flight path of th t t articl . T st J-1 
u 'ed Ii motor (full duration) a a final confirmation 
of antenna d ign and r leas mechani m. 
Th e tup for test J-l, which was ba ically th sam 
for a ll tests, consi ted of th quipm nt pictur d in 
OMNIANTENNA 
Fig . 26. Omniantenna-dome combination on 
apogee motor 
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Fig. 27. Pretest installation of test article and high-speed cameras 
Fig. 27. The motor wa mounted on the vertical spin tc t 
"tand loca ted in th north test bay of building E-60 at 
ET . During the te t, the motor and antenna were spin-
nin at 100 r Imin. Four 16-mm Fa tax cam ra , op r-
ating at approximat I 2 0 fram si s photographed the 
release and initial free fli ght of the antenna-dom com-
bination. A i!J<1\e 1.6-mm MilHk n camera, op rating at 
00 h am I s, was used for overall t st coverage. Fig-
ure 2 how the fi v cam ra po ition . Two tran ducer 
mea. ur d chamb r pr s ure, while a ingle tran due r 
m a ured ignit r ba k t pr ur . The outpul of all trans-
ducers was recorded on an oscillograph. A sp cial cir uit 
wa cr at d to indica t th r lea of he coaxial cabl s. 
The i nal ind ication, \ hi h occur aftcr the ant nna has 
traveled 0.25 in ., was al 0 recorded on th oscillogr. ph. 
Temp ratur -indica ting paint wa. appli d to the ant nn 
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standoff supports. The paint was applied in thr e colors 
that indicated temperatures of 500 ·. 700· , and 900·F. 
Th Fastax camera does not IJav th capability of 
incorporating a timing mark on the film ; therefore, a 
stroboscopic light was plac d in i w of all Fa tax am-
ras. ,,\ 1cn th light was trigg r d at the same Lime that 
urr nt was supplied to th squib, a positive indica tion 
of ignition quenc tart was proGuc d on th film . 
Figure 29 ho\. , b m an of a block diagram, the lec-
trical cir uit for the high- p d camera , ignit r ignition, 
nd trob light. Th firing of th squi and strob 
light and t, rting of each camera were con troll d by a 
Fa tax pow r control unit. Th t~st w. initiated by actu-
ating the t rt witch on ach control unit box. 
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FASTAX POWER 
CONTROL UNIT I 
CAMERA I CAMERA 2 
CAMERAS : 
I -4: FAST AX, 2000 frome./., PRIMARY 
DATA SOl/RCE 
S: MILLIKEN, ~ :Kl frome./. DOCUMENTARY 
NOTE : FASTAX CAMERAS TO BE 2S in . 
ABOVE NOZZLE EXIT PLANE 
ETS E-STAND 
TEST BAY 
100 II 
L~~, CAMERA 2 
Fig. 28. Camera positions for omniantenna tests 
STAH SWITCH 
CAMERA POWER 
SUPPLY (" 5 Vdc) 
E-STAND 
RECTIFIER (28 Vdc) 
TEST STAND 
POWER POWER SUPPLY 
SUPPlY (28 Vdc) 
EVENT 0+-----_ 
FASTAX POWER 
CO NTROL UNIT 2 
CAMERA 3 CAMERA 4 
E-STAND 
FIRING RELAY 
COMPLETION BOX 
(TUNNel) 
COMPLE nO~1 BOX 
(INSTRUMENT ROOM) 
~-.------------------------~ 
SOU I6 ' 
Fig. 29. Electrical diagram of high.sp .. d cameras and igniter ignition circuit 
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Following a dry run that included the t sting of all 
five cameras, test J-l was performed. All data were ade-
quately recorded except for ignition current. A close 
examination of the oscillograph revealed that the start 
of the ignition sequence could still be correlated without 
an ignition current trace. At the time current was applied 
to the squib circuit a slight noise signal was generated 
in alI pressure transducer circuits. This noise signal is 
discernible on all transducer traces recorded ;>n the oscil-
lograph (Fig. 30) and corresponds to zero time to, or first 
indication of squib current. 
Thd results of the recorded pressures of the motor 
chamber and igniter basket are given in Fig. 30. The 
oscu..ograph trace also shows the results of the antenna 
disconnect circuit. The ignition parameters on test J-l are 
f----~ r-.... r-- ... / - ',/ I----' r ....... 
TIME 
rrT~\ 
nominal when compared with previous apogee motor 
firings at similar condition . Figure 31 and Table 11 sum-
marize the critical ignition phase pressure levels and cor-
responding times for the four omniantenna tests. The 
summary includes the coaxial cable disconnect response 
time and corresponding chamber pressure. 
A visual inspection of the temperature-sensitive paint 
on the antenna standoff supports and brackets revealed 
that the temperature was below 500°F during the live 
motor firing. This result has been documented by color 
photographs. The antenna standoff brackets, which are 
bonded to the nozzle exit cone, achieve a temperature at 
the bracket interface of Boo°F, while the bonding adhe-
ive is serviceable to 350°F. The antenna disconnect cir-
cuit showed open (Fig. 30) at 14 ms after the application 
v- i---.... - 1--./ i'- /" - ,r- ...oJ", 
1/ 
L COAXIAL CABU 
DISCONNECT CIRCUIT 
~ I I _0.01 . 
~ 
PC2 • 160 psio -~ P CI : 238 polo D< _.-'" ~ ~ I I I V PB = 1777 1"10 PCI : 162 1"107"< Ii I I V 1\ _--V 1/~C2 · 49 ",10 
-
V 
I I I / / \~ t :PCI . 49,"'10 V 
N --- ~ I~ 'G~"'ON I'd PB• 235 poio ~ V I I-- h i 
--
I 
I 
Fig. 30. Motor ignition characterilticl-omnlantenna telt J·l 
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Table 11. Igniter data, omnidirectional antenna te.t. 
, .. ,cI.te 'em,_tvr., V.cuum " JI 'It, '" e .... (1"7) of .tart 
0-1 D .. 1.5, 1966 Ambien',6O No - - :10 
0-2 f.b 17,1967 Ambl.n',6O No 2 28 30 
0-3 11.., 9, 1967 Ambi.n',6O No 2 28 30 
J-l Mar 10,1967 Ambi.n',6O No 2 23 2.5 
See Appendl. for ignition porameter d .. finition. uceph 
' .... - delay time from " IIntll Indication of coo. lol cable d i.connect . 
, ce •• - motor chamber pre .. ",. at time of coaxial cable dilconnect. 
~--\----t~ 
'r 
120 
'0 TIME, ... 
Fig. 31. Motor Ignition parame'en 
of squib current. At this time the antenna had traveled 
approximately a quarter of an inch from its origin?] 
position. Similarly, the motor chamber pressure was 
49 psia, which C' osely corresponds to the nozzle dia-
phragm rupture pressure. The antenna is apparently 
rf' leased from the motor within milliseconds after the 
nozzle diaphragm ruptures, and thus never sees the peak 
chamber pressure during the ignition phase of the motor. 
In summary, the igniter impulse was more than suffi-
cient to separate the antenna-dome from the motor 
without producing structural damage. Visual and photo-
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m. pll. 
4 43 17 
-
1693 122 -
8 38 1.5 24 1781 127 .57 
6 36 16 2.5 1863 119 62 
9 34 .5 14 1777 239 49 
graphic coverage showed that the antenna released and 
maintained a free flight path along the centerline of the 
motor well beyond the region of the VHF antennas of 
the spacecraft. A comparison of apogee motor ignition 
parameters shows excellent agreement between the four 
tests and previous motor firings. The overall results from 
the four antenna tests indicate that the antenna design 
and its release mechanism are completely reliable for 
flight application, and no future antenna tests are 
planned. Reference 17 covers this effort in a separate 
HAC report. 
11. Flight acceptance test. The final unit tested in the 
Developm 'nt Phase, designated Z-7T, was used as an 
acceptance unit for the three flight units loaded in 
March-April 1968. The first flight units (Z-lT, Z-2T. and 
Z-3T) were loaded in September 1966. Because of the 
relatively long time between flight loadings (app;oxi-
mately 18 months) the processing and testing of an ATS 
apogee unit before committing the remaining flight hard-
ware was considered necessary. 
Unit Z-7T was cast durir.g February 1968. It was sub-
jected to standard processing and inspection techniques. 
Before being static-tested, the unit was subjected to a 
temperature cycle of 10· , 110·, and 10°F and returned to 
ambient temperature for visual and rac1iographic inspec-
tion. The unit was static-fired at ETS with a gn in tem-
perature of 10·F while spinni:ng at 150 rev/min. Postfire 
inspection of motor hardware indicated normal operation 
and performance during its 43-s run. Flight units Z-4T, 
Z-ST, and Z-6T were loaded t fter the successful testing 
of unit Z-7T. 
12. Motor ballutic IUmmary. During the development 
of the ATS apogee motor, static firings were conducted 
at ETS; simulated altitude tests were performed at 
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AEDC. The ETS test area has facilities that allow either 
horizonta or vertical motor firings. The apogee motor in 
general has been fired under the following test conditions; 
(1) Atmospheric tests in a single-component thrust 
stand with nozzle area ratios of &.5 and 35.0. 
(2) Constant-area self-pumping diffuser tests in a 
single-component thrust stand to fully expand the 
exhaust gases to an area ratio of 8.5. 
(3) Atmospheric vertical spin tests with only pressure 
measurements being made. 
(4) Pressure altitude tests at AEDC in a nonspinning 
single-component thrust stand. 
(5) Horizontal spin tests at AEDC in a test stand 
capable of measuring both the axial thrust and 
side forces. 
The basic instrumentation required for any test in-
cludes two transducers to measure the motor chamber 
pressure from independent pressure taps, a single trans-
ducer to measure the igniter basket pressure, and a dual-
bridge load cell to measure thrust. In addition, various 
tests included the installation of thermocouples on the 
external surface of the motor Cclse and the nozzle for 
temperature measurements. In tests at AEDC, :I low-
range transducer was also used to measure the motor 
chamber pressure during motor tailoff. 
The pressure transducers for any test at ETS were 
calibrated on a high-accuracy deadweight calibrator 
accurate to within 0.04 'ft. A similar deadweight cali-
brator was used for AEDC tests. For thrust measure-
ments made at ETS, the load cell was calibrated in the 
laboratory, but not after installation. The seeming lack 
of accuracy in the thrust mpasurement made at ETS can 
be explained by the fact that the nozzle would not flow 
full at any time during the run, even though it was cut 
off as short as physically possible (E = 8.5). For the 
thrust measurements made at AEDC, the load cells (two 
dual. bridge cells) were first calibrated in the laboratory. 
After the load cells and the apogee motor were installed 
in the test stand, calibration was performed at 'oth sea-
level and altitude conditions. 
The data acquisition system at ETS consists mainly of 
a 6O-channel digital system. For integral data the test 
signal is fed into a voltage-to-frequency converter and 
then into the flow registers. When high-frequency analog 
data are to be recorded, various oscillographs and mag-
netic tape decks are available. The static-test data, re-
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corded on magnetic tapes, are reduced at JPL with 
standard data-reduction computer programs. Listed in 
Table 12 are the test conditions and important perfor-
mance results for all the ATS static firings. 
B. Qualification PhaM 
Eight units were tested for the formal Qualification 
Pha e of the apogee motor. Details of the prefire test 
environments and static-test conditions are shown in 
Table 13. The units were fired at simulated altitude at 
the AEDC T-3 facility during July and August 1966. 
Four units were fired at each temperatur of 40° and 
100· F while spinning at 100 rev/min. Pressure, thrust, 
and temperature measurements were re(.'Orded. All units 
were of fljght-quality hardware and processed to estab-
lished quality control loading and inspection procedur~s . 
Critical prefire and postfire inspection, and alignment, 
weight, and balance data were determined for these units. 
The pertinent data obtained on (ne motor during the 
Qualification Phase (Table 14 and Fig. 32) were used to 
predict the flight performance of the apogee motor. This 
phase of the motor program is detailed in reports both 
by JPL and AEDC (Refs. 18 and 19). 
v. Te,t Environment 
To verify that the apogee motor could withstand envi-
ronments of shipping, storage, launch, and orbiting, tests 
were performed to subject certain units to simulated con-
ditions. With the exception of vacuum start, all the envi-
ronmental test levels are more severe than the predicted, 
flight environments. 
A. Vacuum Start 
D· ring motor ignition, ten units tested at ETS were 
subjected to low-pressure starts. An internal motor pres-
sure of 5 torr (112,000 ft) was achieved. The motor noz-
zle was pressure-sealed by means of an aluminum plate 
with a rubber gasket placed over the expansion cone 
(Fig. 33). The vacuum plate was expelJed during motor 
ignition. The five development units fired at AEDC 
(E-l, E-2, E-3T, G-3, and G-4) were subjected to a simu-
lated altitude of 120,000 ft (3.5 torr) during motor igni-
tion. The nozzle diaphragm was purposely ruptured so 
that motor ignition was subjected to cell pressure 
conditions. A comparison of vacuum and atmospheric 
ignition test data shows no deleterious effects from low-
pressure starts. The Qualification units were also sub-
j cted to vacuum starts. 
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Ca'tl .. , "ata T.,t ca .. "ltlo .. , 'h"lcal h. 
I Cham .... ' No .. 1e 
Co". lun Tem,.,a. ',o,.lIant 
latch .. um", Ca'tl .. , "at. T,,. Locatl.n T.,t "a .. numk, tu,., _I,ht, 
., 110", 
Se,lal nv 
C-l 221/222/223 J.n 27. IIIG4 Atmo.ph.,lc ETS f.b 26. 1964 E-127 60 760_1 P-2 F-13 e = 1.5 
C-2 224/22.5/226 f.b 18. 1964 Atmo.ph.,ic ns M.,5.1964 E.129 60 761.3 '-7 F-7 , = I.' 
C-3 233/234/23' M.y ',1964 Dlffu •• , ETS Jun ... 1964 £-174 61) 762.2 '-;'F f~ e· 1.5 
C-3A 236/237/238 M.y 21, 1964 Dilfu .. , ETS Jun 12. 1964 E-17' 60 ~'65 .1 '-2f f.' e = I .' 
c-.. 242/243/~4" Jun 2'. 1964 Atmo,ph.ric US Jul 15, 1964 E-211 10 764.1 '-13 ' ·11 = 1.5 
C-S 24'/246/247 Jul 7. 1964 Atmo.ph.ric US Jul '3, 1964 E·237 110 769.3 ' -12 f .12 1 == 1.5 
C-6 263 Jun 10. 1965 Atmosph.,ic US Jul 9. 1965 E-416 60 765.7 '-24 f-30 e = 1.$ 
C-7 265 Jul I. 1965 Atmo.ph.ric ETS Aug 10, 1965 E-435 110 767.0 '-22 F-29 t == 1.5 
E-l 239/240/241 Jun 9. 1964 Diffu .. , AEDC Jul 16. 1964 1426-01 60 765.6 '-9 '-9 r - 35 
E-2 252 Aug 6.196" Diffu •• , AEDC Oct 13. 1964 1511-01 60 764.4 ' -18 '-15 . = 35 
E·3T 293 M., 10. 1966 Diffu •• , AEDC Jun 2. 1966 1603-01 75 759.7 T-20 '-42 . = 35 
F-I 273 S.p 23. 1965 Spin. 1.51) r • .,/min ETS J.n 31. 1967 E-711 10 764.4 '-32 '-26 . ;: 35 
F-2 274 Sop 30. 1965 Spin. 150 r • .,/min ETS Sop 29.1967 C .. 29 10 766.6 '-34 '-27 e = 3S 
F-3 27.5 Sop 17, 1965 Spin. 150 , • .,/mh, m M.y 10.1967 E-792 10 764.7 '-23 F-21 t = 35 
G-l 248/249/250 Jul 16, 1964 Atmo.ph.,lc ETS Doc 16, 1964 E-342 110 766.1 '-11 ' -16 . = 35 
G-2 251 Jul 21. 1964 Atmosph.,lc ETS Doc 16. l' E-343 10 766.1 '-,0 '-17 e • 35 
G-3 255 No., 10. 1964 Diffu .. , ,nd spin AEDC May 2P J 1.540-02 75 765.3 '-'4 F-24. = 3~ 
100 , • .,/min 
G-4 257 F.b 4. 1965 Diffu .. , ,nd .pln AEDC M' 1765 1540-01 75 761.6 '-15 '-20 e = 35 
100 r..,/ml .. 
G-5 254 Nov 3. 1964 Spin. 150 r • .,/ml .. ETS _J" 2".1964 E-326 60 761.7 '-16 f-14e = 1.5 
G~ 259 F.b 11 , 1965 Spin. 150 r • .,/ml .. ETS Jul 16. 1965 E-431 110 767.2 '-19 F-21 . = 35 
G-7 260 F.b 18. 1965 Spin. 150 ,.v/ml .. ETS Aug 6.1965 £-434 10 7~9.6 '-20 '-19 . = 35 
G-8T 280 Oct 21 . 1965 Atmo,ph.,1c ETS Nay 9.1965 E-415 110 759.1 T-4 f-36 .... 35 
G-9T 281 Oct 27. 1965 Spin. 150 , • .,/mln US J,n 4. 1966 E-515 10 759.6 T~ f-23 e = 35 
H·l 227/228/229 Ap, 16. 1964 Atmosph.,ic US No., 4.1964 1:-314 10 64CU ,-5 f-l0 . == 1.5 
1-1 264 Jul 1. 1965 Atmotph.,ic US M" 3.1966 E~37 60 701.: '-21 f~ . OK 35 
J-l 291 Mar 3.1966 Spin. 100 ,..,/ml .. ETS M., 10. 1967 E-714 60 7~';.1 T-l1 '-37 . == 35 
Z-7T 301 F.b 14. 1961 Spin. 150 ,.y/".In ETS M" 16, 1968 E .... 10 760.4 T-23 f-49 . = 35 
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lilt , 
1'1100 , 
SYC·231 9 4981.3 8918.0 1997 52 255 63 103.9 0.23 265.2 32.1 34 42.31 42 .42 ,. .. 32.9 
SYC·233 10 4982.0 892L1 1620 50 173 60 98.6 0.27 260.6 33.0 21 42.96 43.04 5746 33.0 
SYC.234 11 b b 1828 59 249 71 115.2 0.22 - • h 40 
_. 
• 
-
b 
-
b 
-
h 
- - -
SYC·235 12 4972.6 8952.2 2289 48 270 63 99.6 0.21 264.4 34.1 35 42.76 42.89 5766 34.2 
SYC·241 1. 4960.3 8944.5 1853 34 228 45 98.0 0.25 252 .3 34.6 17 44.45 44.52 5563 33.3 
SYC·2~3 20 4972.3 9012 .2 3292 21 273 29 98.8 0.21 274.6 32.8 9 41.68 41.76 6034 32.8 
SYC·255 30 4957.8 8951.2 1950 22 269 29 96.1 0.25 25 .. .. 337 11 44.0' 44.1' 5616 33.' 
SYC·265 9" "982.4 899?2 3000 12 320 16 96.2 0 .. 20 272.3 33.4 3 "2.35 "2.57 6018 33.4 
SI'C·240 6 "982.9 8960.4 1524 
" 
239 69 98.1 0.24 263.4 34.0 26 4 .93 43.42 6338 34.2 
SYC·242 26 418 .. ... 8937.8 1832 3. 233 <49 89.9 0.20 261.5 34.6 27 43.32 43.59 6319 34.0 
SYC·279 13719 d _d d _to • " -
d d d 
- " " - ' - • 
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137 ... 
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· -" 
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.-
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Table 12. Motor static-test data, Development Phase 
li_ Thrult Nonie 
Motor Vocuum peok Meosured Vocuum Meosured Vocuum Exit Throot Action Run Throot diometer, in. 
deloy thrust F. or "tuk totol totol specific specific diometer erosion Code time I., time ' ''' impulse impulse 
time t Om' s I impulse ,",,,. , impulse " Gr, 
" Plllta' ' ''P I 'tll' ' 
(initial), (oreo), 
- ms Ibf-I Ibf-I in. % 
Ibf s Ibf-s/ lbm Ibf-s/ lbm Initiol Finol Averoge 
--
.1 34 .2.31 .2 .• 2 5888 32.9 138,450 197,6"0 182.0 259.8 ... 083 ... 123 " .103 11.907 1.97 C·l 
.0 29 .2.96 .3.0 .. 5746 33.0 137,560 196,580 180.7 258.2 ... 083 " .125 4.104 11 .907 2.07 C·2 
" 40 -
h 
-
b _ b 
-
b 
-
b 
-
b 
-
b 
-
b 
.. . 083 _ b 
-
b 11.906 
-
b C.3 
1 35 42.76 42.89 5766 34.2 181.110 193,320 236.5 252 ... ... 083 " .127 ... 105 11.906 2.17 C·3A 
.6 17 ..... 5 "4.52 5563 33.3 137,560 197,510 179.9 258.2 4.08 .. " .11 .. 4.099 11.905 1. .. 7 C-4 
8 \I 41.68 .. 1.76 603 .. 32.8 140,850 198,100 183.1 257.5 ... 083 ... 118 " .1:>0 11.907 1.72 C..s 
.7 11 44.08 44.18 5686 33.8 138,710 199,620 181.1 260.7 4 .08 .. .. . 11 .. ... 099 11 .907 1. .. 7 C-6 
... 3 42 .35 42.57 6018 33." 140,690 200,080 183.4 260.9 .. . 083 4.120 " .101 11 .908 1.82 C·7 
0 26 42.93 .. 3 ... 2 6338 3".2 205,060 214,7 .. 0 267.9 280.2 .. . 085 " .12 .. " .105 24.13 .. 1.92 E· l 
.6 27 43 .32 43.!i9 6319 34.0 210,730 214,360 275.7 280.2 ... 090 4.124 ... 107 24.135 1.67 E·2 
" - " " " 
_ d 
-
• _d 
- " -
d 
-" " .083 - • - " 2".137 1.67 E·3T - -
3 - • d 44.96 - f - f - f - r - r - f 4.083 " .106 4.09 .. 24.137 1.13 F·l -
9 16 d « . .53 - f - f - f - r - f - f " .083 ".10 .. " .09 .. 2".13" 1.20 F-2 -
3 20 
-" ..... 5 .. -
f 
-
f 
-
r 
-
f 
-
f 
-
f 
.. . 083 " .103 ... 093 2".137 0.98 F·3 
0 _ r . 
- " - • -
h 131 ,360 _b 171.3 
-
h 
" .083 ".11" ... 098 2".137 1.52 G-l -
~ 2 4.5 ... 8 .. 5.7" - • - h 127, .. 00 - b 166.3 - b " .083 " .115 ... 099 2 .... 135 1.57 G·2 
3 16 42 .52 43.09 6233 33.0 212,190 21",760 277.3 280.6 " .083 " .110 " .096 2".135 1.33 G·3 
1 22 42.99 43.56 6226 33.2 213.240 215,7 .. 0 277.4 280.7 " .082 " .112 4.097 :! i .106 1.48 G-4 
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· · 
_ r 
-
f 
-
f 
-
f 
-
f 
-
f 
-
f 
... 083 " .113 " .098 11 .90 .. 1.48 G·5 - -
· · 
.. 1.7 .. - t - r - t - f - f -
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" .082 4.108 " .095 24.127 1.28 G-6 - -
~ 
· · 
45.09 - f - f - f - f - f - f 4.082 " .105 " .094 2".126 1.13 G·7 - -
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Table 13. Motor Qualification Phase 
Tflt condition. 
Codo' Tompo,a. TOIt .tand Tost onvi,on",ont 
ture. of location type 
~. 1T 
..0 
Q·2T 100 
Q·3T 40 (1) Temperature cycle 
Q·4T 100 Spin·l00 (2) Ioo.tor acceloration AEDC Q.5f 40 rev/min (3) Ioa.ter vibration 
Q·6T 100 
(4) Vacuum .Iarf 
Q.7T 40 
Q·8T 100 
aT stands for titanium chamber 
B. Shipping Temperature 
The test environment for shipping temperature is ex-
tremely severe when actual shipping temperature condi-
tion are considered. Two Development units (G-l and 
G-2) wE're subjected to a lO-day shock temperature 
cycling. The temperature exposures were 24-h periods at 
10· and nO·F. Both units survived tllis environment and 
were successfully static-fired at grain temperatures of 
10· and nO·F. 
C. Temperature Cycle 
Exposure to temperature cycle test environment veri-
fies that the apogee unit is capable of withstanding 
conditioning over a range of 10· to nO·F. Periods of 
exposure are 72 h at each extreme. This time period 
Table 14. Motor data, Qualification Phase 
Data' Q-IT Q.6T Q-2T Q.-4T ~..sT Q-7T Q-IT Q-3T 
Test conditions 
Motor firing order 1 2 3 
" 
5 6 7 8 
Test d ... (1966) Jul29 Aug 3 Aug 5 Aug 9 Aug 15 Aug 18 Aug 19 Aug 23 
A.EDC .ltilude ch.mbor T-3 T·3 T-3 T-3 T-3 T-3 T-3 T-3 
Aver.ge test .Itilude. ft 104.000 106.000 105.000 10-'.000 104.000 103.000 104.000 107,000 
Motor conditioning temper.'ure. OF 100 100 100 100 40 40 ..0 40 
nme d.t. 
loniter del.y time 'O J. IllS 
" 
3 3 1 2 2 2 3 
Motor del.y time 'D .... m. 28 2~ ?8 23 25 25 33 18 
Motor .dio" time ' a's "1.92 41.85 42.35 "2.02 -'3.33 -'3.03 -'3.27 -'3.61 
PressurE d.t. 
Igniter b •• ket p .. k pressure P'i' psi. 1693 1874 i923 1879 1215 1821 1362 1578 
Motor ch.mber ignition pe.k pressure P'm' p.i. 250 257 250 272 234 221 213 230 
Motor ch.mber st.rting pressure P •• ,." . psi. 101 101 100 100 102 101 101 100 
Motor ch.mber run pe.k pressuro P<~.k' psi. 26-4.2 262.2 259.8 262.8 251.6 255.7 250.5 248.2 
Ch.mber p,es.ure integr.1 f I , P, dt. psi •. s 8909.6 890-'.5 8925.8 8924.5 8891.1 8900.1 8876.6 8897.1 
• 
Chlr.ete,istic velocity W*. It/s 4974.3 4986.0 4983.4 4985.2 4965.5 "967.3 4955.4 4960.2 
Thrust d.t. 
Vacuum pe.k th,ust F,o'~aJ;' Ibf 6397 6362 6279 6355 6074 6180 6065 6012 
Vlcuum 101.1 imrulse l ro<o Ibf·s 213.957 214.119 213,860 214.021 213.087 213,533 213.189 213.797 
V.cuum specific impulse "' rac (b.sed on JPl 281.52 281 .92 281.51 '281.61 280.78 281.19 280.81 281.02 
lo.ded W , ). Ibf.s/lbm 
Vacuum .pecific impulse ""'.e (b. sed on AEDC 278 .22 278.40 278.15 278.26 277.66 277.78 277.55 277.71 
weight dill.ren,e). Ibf·s/lbm 
's.. Appendix and figs . A· l and A·2 For d.finilion of perfo,mone. porom., ..... 
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Fig . 32. Vacuum specific impulse vs motor temperature 
allow the complete unit (including gra in) to tabilize 
at the conditioning temp rature. T\ 0 'ff rent tempera-
ture cyde~ W (' fe used during thi ' program (Tabl 15). 
A total of nin de\'e!opm ntal unit hay b en ucc ssfu\ly 
:ubj<'et 'd to the,c temperature exposures. The eight 
Tabl') 15. Temperature cycle 
Cycle A Cyde B 
Time, h 
T&mperatur. , 
Time, h 
Temperature, 
' F OF 
72 110 72 10 
72 10 72 11 0 
72 110 72 10 
48 60 48 60 
(Ali gnment, x ·ray, and visua l (Al ignment, x ·ray . and visual 
inspection) inspection ) 
72 I 10 72 I 110 
(S •• tic firing .t 10) (Static ~i ring at 110) 
Fig. 33. Motor test setup showing vacuum plate 
Qualification lInit were al 0 expos d to this te t nviron-
m nt before being tatic- te ted at AEDC. 
D. Booster Acceleration 
Centri l uge te ting demon trat that th alloge unit 
load u \ ith Ii propellant i ad quate to withstand th 
tL tic acceler. tion I vcl a socia ted \ ith the Atlas/ gena 
launch pha e and th motorbuming ph '\ of th AT 
Oight. Tabl 16 give the chedule -f t .l it:' ~cceleration 
te ting. Figure 3-1 hows a typical unit mounted on the 
cenh'ifuge boom. 
e en unit ha e been ubj ct d during th Develop-
ment Pha to static a-.'Celeration te ting. The fir t unit 
(0 -1) wa loaded with an incrt polyurethane propellant 
to a UI e compl t op r lion 1 saf ty. Th thr "torage 
units (F-l, F-2, and F-3) were placed in this en irol "ent 
after 10nO'-tenn ambient torage. The Qualification units 
\\' re al 0 ubj ct d to thi t 5t n\"ironment h fore being 
t<.t ic-tested at EDC. 0 observable or m ' asured 
dfects wer not d for any of th unitS test d. 
Table 16. Schedule of motor static acceleration testing 
Acceleration 
.-
Di."'nc. C.ntrifull '. 
Tost posit ion l ... I, Duration, Attach",ent from rev/min 
9 m'n point centrifuge 
axis, in . 
lateral (n011le up ) 2.3 10 Motor oxis 216.0 19.3 
Ax io ten lion (no11le out) 12.0 10 Chamber attachment ski,t plane 205.2 4.5.4 
Axial compression (noule in) 12.0 10 Cnombe, attachment sk ir t plane 2U.9 -43.2 
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DIESEL DRIVE 
ENGINE 
Fig. 34. Centrifuge with motor assembly installed (!ateral mode) 
E. Booster Vibration 
The T apo:ree molor is r qui red to with tand a pre-
cribed vibration environm nt. Th · environm nt exce d 
th pr di ·t d input r quiremcnt of the fla /i\genu 
booster ystem. The vibration pecification that ha been 
presented ( ction III ) give the required input level at 
the motor- pacecra fl altachment plane. The frequency 
r:mge of 5 to 15 Hz has b en deleted becau ~ the haker 
u d for the vibration t t could not handle the weight 
of the load d motor i;l th. t range. 
The fir. t motor vibration t t (D-I ), performed at JPL 
on a . tainl . teel hamber loaded with inert propellant, 
was conducted primarily t evaluat the vibration equip-
m nt and the respon eo · the motor to the requir d input 
I vel . At thi tim . a r mote vibra tion facility was being 
built at ET that woulcl have capabilitie of vibrating a 
live AT motor. In lay 1965 the remote facility was 
complet d. During the 3 month that followed, each of 
three live motor (G-4 G-6, and G-7) wa succ sfully 
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vibrated to input requirement . These motors have since 
been static-te ted with each motor performing properly. 
B cau e the AT pr gram requirem nt had changed 
to include a titanium motor chamber, two additional 
ibration te ts were cheduled during ovember and 
Dec mber 1965. The vibrational te t of a titanium cham-
ber loaded with inert propellant was perform d to evalu-
ate the chang s in motor respon e cau ed b the change 
in a e material and to e tabli h detailed te ting proce-
dures to b u ed in th environmental test phase for the 
nin Qualification motOr . One additional motor cast dur-
ing th Environment ries of the Developm nt program 
wa u e to verify that th titanium chamber load d with 
live propt h could ur\"ive vibration. Th te ts on this 
unit were performed during Dec mber 1965; all data 
r ce ived from both the ·ibration nvironmental test and 
the tatic-firing indicated that the motor performed 
normally. 
D tailed ibrational test procedures "vere establish d 
during the titanium chamber test . Of the eighteen 
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hann I of dut< r cord d per Ie taxi , two" ere control , 
two control monitor, four fixture r pons" and ight motor 
r pon. a c I romct r ; in addition , on chann I r -
'ord d th ~lIm tur curr nt us d t valuat th haker 
p rformance, ~ nd one record d a con t nt- in ignal 
u d for cI, ta ,n lysis. 11 of these chann 1 are r corded 
on m n tic tap '. Th ontrol acc I rom ters and vari-
ous mot r rcspon ace -I romet r ar monitored on an 
o cillo mph for in tan tan ou data. 
\ ibmtional input is con troll d b er ' 0 y t m 
which, during the sinusoidal part of th t t, m n ' th 
quadratic m an of two control ace I rom ter signals. 
During til random Hoi portion of th t st, output from 
onIon accelerom t r is us d to control th haker. 
Th control accelerom t r are located in th motor-
'pa ecraft attachment plan to imulat the input flight 
conditions a clo 1 a po ibl . Figure 35 sho\ the 
installation of th motor in th lat ral test mode. The 
Fig. 35. Vibration test (lateral mode) 
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ace lerom ters ar mount d to th t t articl \ ith IT'i-
cart block that , r then c ment d to til motor. Th 
block • r iocat d in sp cifi d positions on til motor. 
Th sh kt'r is rota ted to a horizontal po ition for th lat-
er, I test mode and conn t d to a lid r plate that rides 
on a granite block. An oil film is maintain d betwe n 
the slid r plate and the granit blo k to redu liding 
friction. For the axial test mod the hak r is rotat d to 
a vertical position and the motor, with adapting fixtur , 
is mount d on top (Fig. 36). The shaker i remotel con-
troll d from a p cial con 01 as shown in Fig. 37. 
The environmental vibration testing of ilie nine Quali-
fication motors started on March 8, 1966. The test pro-
cedur s de eloped by the titanium chamb r tests were 
used for ilie Qualification motors . All channels of accel-
erometer data wer recorded on magnetic tape. 
Fig. 36. Vibration te~t (axial mode) 
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Fig. 37. Vibration control console 
VI. Motor Physical Parameters 
A. Center of Gravity 
Th center of gra ity of the motor ha be n d ter-
mined for th loaded and empty (prefire) configuration. 
Fired Qualificahvn unit were u d to d t rmin a more 
r a li tic p nt motor center-of-gra ity to be u ed for 
spac cratt flight analy i . To pem1it determination of the 
e nter of gra i the unit i et in a cradle (Fig. 3 ) and 
th \\. ight component reaction, which i tran rr:itted 
through a knife-edge upport. is measured b . a platform 
. ca l . The motor i th n rotat d 1 0 deg in the cradle. 
and th wei ht compollent reaction a t the nozzle-end 
m asured . Thi method i. us d to calculate the center-
of-gravi ty loca tion fr::>m either nd of th motor. The 
c nt r-of- r~l\'ity m a urerr. ents. a determin d by a sum-
ma! ion of the mom nt about either knife-edge' Llpport, 
agr e to within 0.050 in. 
The enter of gravity of the - 5-1b empt) motor a m-
hly i 2.0 in . from th motor a ttachment plane, and of 
lh fligh t motor 10< ded with the maximum propel! nt 
weigh t of 760 Ib tIl center of gravi ty i ' 11.5 in. frum 
th m tor attachment plane. 
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Fig. 38. Center.of·gravity fixture 
B. Moment of Inertia 
bifilar pendulum method i used to determine the 
moment of inerti of the motor in the loaded and emrty 
configurati n . Fired Qualification unit wer u ed to 
det rmine the postfire moment of inertia. T~e e data are 
r quired for pace craft pin st bilization nalysi . Th 
bifilar pendulum metl10d u es two 14-ft rods to su pend 
the motor during moment-of-inertia t ts . To calculate tl1 
moment of inertia, weight compon I1t reactions are taken 
at each $:.lspen ion point by load cell , and the p eri d of 
o cillation i m a ur d \\ hile tl1 motor i usp nded by 
the two rod . 
l! moment-o -in rtia determinations for load d motor 
a mblie have been conduct d with the maximum pro-
pellant \\' ight of 760 lb. Figure 39 hows a typical det r-
mination test. The moment of inertia of thp f1i ht 
configuration motor are Ii ted in Table 17. 
C. Motor Al ignment 
Because of spacecraft attitude control requirement 
th thm t \. clor of an rock 1 on board mu t b rigidly 
d fin d . The tbru t ctor of th apog e motor i col-
line r witb tI1e pac craft pin axis. The followin re-
quirement w re pecified b y G Fe for the apog 
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Table 17. Motor moment-oF-inertia data 
Moment of inertia. Ib-in .' 
Motor configurotion 
Pitch axl. Rei axil 
Looded 101 .000 8-4.000 
Empty. pr.fire 17.000 8.000 
!-- . 
The S&A-ignlter assembly was not incfuded for thele de termina tions. 
Fig. 39. Moment-of-inertia fixture 
motor. The slope of the thrust vector (the line cO'1necting 
the centroids of the nozzle throat and exit areas) may not 
be in misalignment with the spin axis by more than 
O.OUI in./in. Further, wh n the measured thrust vector is 
project d to :ntersect th plane of the motor-spacecraft 
attachment ring, the ~ctor may not deviate from, nor be 
offs t to, the plan center by more than 0.030 in . The 
chamber an: '1ozzle were designed to these requirem nts 
o that if all omponent tolerances were maximum and 
additive th pecific?tion limits would not be exceed d. 
dim n iooal anal . i on the chamber ar.d nozz! draw-
ings with consideration of the worst-ca e conditions, 
ho\'/ d a maximum po sib! thru t misalignment of 
0.0009 in./in. and an offs t of 0.027 in. 
After fabrication each of the chambers, steel and tita-
nium, and each of the nozzles underwent a precisicn 
mechanical inspection tor (1) determination of drawing 
confonnity, (2) compari on of parts data for quality con-
trol purposes and (3) data for thrust misalignment and 
offset calculation. The dimen iona! data then b came a 
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factor iT. detennining th assignment of each component 
to D velopment test, Qualification test, flight, or flight 
backup. 
The dimensional inspections concerned the following: 
the circumferential out-of-roundness, which is defined 
as th difference betwcen maximum and minimum radii 
about the centroid of the measured profile; the c ntroidc I 
offset, which is the horizontal deviation of the c ntroid 
of the profile in question from a vertical line originating 
from th c ntroid of a refer oc diam ter; and fl atness, 
which is the vertical distance between the maximum 
peak and minimum valley of the surface (vertical is 
parallel to the axis of symmetry). 
Thirty-six flight design nozzles were fabricated and 
accepted by JPL. The A-S nozzle attachment ring diam-
eter, used to center the nozzle (refer to Fig. 40) during 
motor assembly, was the reference diameter of the part; 
the centroidal offst3t and circumferential out-of-roundness 
/ 
I ROTATING T~8LE 
L NOZZLE INSPECTION FIXTURE 
24. 138-1" . -
DIAM !REF., 
DETAIL E 
DETAIL F 
.083-ln.-
DIAM !REF .) 
Fig. 40. Alignment inspection positions 
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of all the A diameters were measured with respect to the 
A-5 reference. The B-3 surface is the mating plane with 
the chamber, the reference with which all the parallel 
measurements of the B surfaces were compared. The flat-
ness of the B-3 surface was used to evaluate possible 
nozzle misalignment before nozzles were installed on a 
chamber. To permit inspcctio I of all the aforementioned 
positions, the nozzle was placed on a rotating table and 
was supported by a precision inspection fixture. 
Figure 41 depicts the locations of the alignment in-
spections performed on the 53 chambers (23 of which 
were titanium) that have been accepted by JPL. The A-I 
diameter and the B-l surface were designated references 
of the chamber, since they constitute the motor-spacecraft 
attachment. The A-2 diameter and B-2 surface are criti-
cal because they are the surfaces to which the nozzle is 
attached. The A-3 diameter, which is also measured for 
alignment, is less critical; its only function is to provide 
a mating surface for the igniter whose alignment does not 
need to be so precise as that of the nozzle. As with the 
SECTION A 
AI 
81 
SE CTION 8 
SECTION C 
Fig. 41. Chamber alignment inlpection pOlltionl 
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nozzle, the chamber, mounted to a precision inspection 
fixture, is inspected on a rotating table. It was found that 
changing the chamber material from stainless steel to 
titanium did not disrupt the precision to which the cham-
bers were being fabricated. Table 18 shows the precision 
to which the individual chambers and nozzles were manu-
factured. The data given represent the inspection results 
of seven sets of hardware assigned to flight status. 
To confirm that the precision of the m'Jtor chamber 
was not affected by various processing steps, several 
chambers were inspected after each major processing 
operation. These operations included (1) proof-pressure 
testing, (2) chamber insulating, (3) propellant casting and 
curing, and (4) propellant machining. Only minor changes 
in chamber out-of-round and flatness readings were due 
to chamber processing. An evaluation of all measure· 
ments revealed no deleterious effects due to chamber pro-
cessing. A (:omparison of prefire and postfire chamber 
measurement data also showed little or no change due to 
static testing. The ATS chaml'-er has been cleaned, 
pressure-tested, dimensionally inspected, and reused as 
a precision solid propellant motor component. 
Prefire and postfire alignment measurements on most of 
the nine Qualification motors were performed (Table 19). 
To mep ~ure the alignment of the m-)tor assembly, the 
assembly is placed in a precision fixture on a rotating 
table. Figure 42 shows a motor so mounted and defines 
the inspection positions. Both thTUst alignment and offset 
were degraded by motor static-testinq;, although all1",.: t-
fire measurements were well within specUlCatlOn limits. 
\fn. Motor Nominal Data 
Reference 20 is a separate JPL document that lists the 
A TS apogee motor performance characteristics in a COD-
densed form. This publication was prepared for the 
Chemical Propulsion Information Agency for inclusion in 
the Rocket Motor Manual, CPIA/Ml. One addlticnal 
JPL document (Ref. 21) was generated ~uring the ATS 
program that describes the handling equipment required 
for the apogee motor. 
VIII. Flight of the Applications Technology 
Satellite 
The first ApTi'ications Technology Satellite (ATS-B) 
was launched successfully by an Atlas/ Agena booster on 
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Table 18. Motor alignment lummary, flight hardware 
Chombe, Surfoco ond In,podlon do.c,lption, In . 
-
4.2 A-3 
So,lol Wolght, A·1 A·2 OH.ot A-3 Offs.t 1-1 1.2 
Cod .. No. Ib Out .. f. Out .. f. f,om Ou ... f. f,om Flotne .. Flotn ... 
,ound ,ound A.1 ,ound A·1 
Z· IT T·15 23.92 0.0005 0.0010 0.0004 0.0016 0.0012 0.0008 0.0018 
1·2T T·16 23.71 0.0006 0.0012 0.0011 0.0010 0 .0016 0.0008 0.0024 
Z·3T T·17 23.83 0.0007 0.0006 0.0007 0.0014 0.0010 0.0005 0.0024 
Z·4T T· 19 23.74 0.0005 0.0018 0.0006 0.0025 0.0020 0.0005 0.0016 
Z·51 T·21 24.63 0.0003 0.0020 0.0007 0.0007 0.0014 0 .0008 0.0022 
Z·6T T·22 24.34 0.0002 0.0010 0.0015 0.0007 0 .0019 0.0005 0.0029 
z·n T·23 24.20 0.0004 0.0008 0.0010 0.0014 0.0007 0.0005 ~1,0029 
NOIlI. Surfoco ond in.pection desc,iption, in. 
A.7 i A·' I Se,iol Weight, A-5 ~7 Offset A·' OHa.t 1-3 ~ Cod. No. Ib Out-of. Out-of. f,om Out .. ,. from Flotn ... Flom ... 
round round round A-5 A.5 
Z·1T F·45 37.86 0.0008 0.0090 0.0027 0.0003 0.0010 0.0035 0.0045 
Z·2T F-40 37." 0.0004 0.0035 0.0020 0.0004 0.0007 0.0013 0.0017 
Z·3T F·A6 37.94 0.0008 0.0030 0.001!! 0.0002 0 .0005 0.0016 0.0023 
Z·4T F·33 37.95 0.0005 0.0045 0.0018 0.0005 0.0003 0.0006 0.0010 
Z·51 F·48 37.24 0.0012 0.00.55 0.0015 0.0003 0.0004 0.0021 0.0034 
Z·6T F·47 37.50 0.0010 0.0065 0.0015 0.0004 0.0006 0.0023 0.0033 
z·n F·49 37.70 0.0010 0.0120 0.0030 0.0006 0.0008 0.0033 0.0050 
Table 19. Motor olignment data, Qllalification Phale 
M.a.ur.,,.nt dalo 
Q.1T Q.2T Q-3T 
Thrust mi.alignment, prefire, in.fin. 0.00001 0.00005 0.00009 
Thrult mioalignment, paltfire, in.fin. 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002 
Thrust offset, prelire, in. 0.0006 0.0017 0.002~ 
Thrult afflet, pastfire, in . 0.013 0.003 0.00-1 
Note 
Specification requirement (GSfC·S2·0153) 
"'balignt"."t (ma Jilimum) 0.001 In ./in. 
Offlet at ollaehment plane (maximum) 0.030 in. 
December 6, 1966 at 9:12 p.m. EST. Approximately 
16th h after launch (1:46 p.m. EST), a ground signal was 
s nt from Moja e, California to the spacecraft, command-
ing the J PL apogee rocket mutor to fire. The 840-lb s.;lid 
propellant apog e motor transferred the silacecraft from 
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Cod. 
'-
Q ... T Q.5T ~T Q.n Q.IT 
0.00005 0.00002 0.00004 0.00002 0.00005 
0.0006 - 0.0003 0.0004 -
0.0001 0.0004 0.0008 0.0011 0.0009 
0.014 - 0.007 0.CU8 -
a highly elliptical to a near synchronous 22,300-mi equa-
torial orbit. At the time of this report, the satellite is 
on-station above Christmas Island in the Central Pacific 
Ocean. All spacecraft components and experiments func-
tioned as planned. 
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Fig. 42. Motor assembly alignment inlpection 
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The second satellite (A TS-A) was launched April 5, 
1967. The payload was to be placed in a medium-altitude 
6000-mi circular orbit, so that the principle of gravity-
;sradient spacecraft stabilization could be studi . ' . The 
satellite was launched by an Atlas/ Agena vehicle. At 
the first apogee position, the Agena was to re-ignite and 
transfer the payload from a highly elliptical orbit to a 
circular one. TI]e second Agena bum did not occur, and 
the spacecraft was left in its original elliptical orbit. The 
use of the spacecraft at its present position is doubtful 
and its lifetime unknown. The A TS-A did not require a 
JPL apogee motor. 
The third satellite (ATS-C) was launched November 5, 
1967. At 10:37 a.m. EST on November 6, the apogee 
motor was fired, placing the spacecraft into the planned 
synchronous orbit. This spil1-stabi~ized satellite wa~ posi-
tioned at longitude 47° W over the Atlantic Ocean near 
the mouth of the Amazon River in South America. Nine 
major meteorological and communication experiment 
were carried. 
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The fourth sat lIite (ATS-D) was lall1")ched from the 
AFETh .In August 10, 1968. This was the first use of 
the Atlas/Centaur for an ATS launch. The Centaur 
launch vehicle failed to provide a second bum at the 
second quatorial crossing. As a result th spacecraft 
was never separated from the Centaur vehicle and was 
left in a low-altitude parking orbit (100 by 413 nmi with 
a 36 .. d g inclination). Most of the subsystems and experi-
ments were turned on and operated normally. ThE' com-
bined Centaur/ATS-D vehicle reentered the atmosphere 
of the earth in late October 1968. 
On August 12, 1969 the fifth and final satellite was 
laL nched from the AFETR. The ATS-E spacecraft was 
pos.tioned above the equator at about longitude 110· W 
(600 mi west of Quito, Ecuador). The primary ATS-E 
experiment is a gravity-gradient stabilization system. 
The performance of the booster (Atlas/Centaur) was 
as planned, plachg the spacecraft and apogee motor into 
a highly elliptical orbit (22,728 by 1,3.16-mi transfp.r 
ellipse). Shortly after separation of the spaceeraft from 
,he booster, the spacecraft began to wobble around its 
Z axis (0.5 to 1.0 deg total angle). Because of this wobble 
the JPL apogee motor was fired at the first, instead of the 
planned second, apogee position. Shortly after the com-
pletion of motor firing, the spacecraft, rather than spin-
ning at 100 rev/min about the Z axis, tumbled about the 
Z axis. Because the spacecraft's roll-to-pitch moment-of-
inertia ratio after motor firing is approximately 1.0, any 
small disturbing force can transfer the spacecraft's spin 
to a new axis. This apparently occurred. 
The spacecraft released the spent motor hardware 
while in this tumbling mode. Some structural damage to 
the spacecraft occurred during this separation maneuver. 
Indications are that solar ceJ] damage to the extent of 
12-179: has occurred. The ATS-E spacecraft without the 
spent motor returned to a spinning mode around its 
Z axis. The major problem with the mission at present is 
that the spacecraft is now spinning in the wrong direc-
tion, making the deployment of the gravity-gradient 
booms impossible. 
The spacecraft has been brought to station ""ver the 
quator. Meanwhile possible methods of correcting 
the negative spin condition are being considered. All 
indications are that the JPL apogee unit performed its 
required task of placing the ATS-E spacecraft into a 
synchronous earth orbit. 
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Table 20. Fl1sht motor data 
Ca.tlng data Ca",pan.nt .. ,101 nll",II., 
Flighl Flight 
Cod. 
nll",II., dot. latch Ca.,lng 
nll",III, data Cha",III, Noili. Ignlt., Saf .... nd-A,'" 
I.IT 
- - 296 ~p 7, 1966 T.15 '-45 - -
1·2T ATS-. (ATS·I) Dec 6, 1966 297 Sap 14,1966 T·16 ,-40 fig . 1 31 
1-3T ATS-C (ATS-III) No ... 5, 1967 298 Sap 21, 1966 T·17 f-46 fig . 3 32 
1-4T 
- - 304 Mar 6,1968 T.19 '-33 - -
1·5T A TS·O (A TS-IV) Aug 10, 1968 305 Ma, 20,1968 T·21 f-48 fig. 7 22 
1-6T ATS-E (ATS·V) Aug 12, 1969 307 Ap,10,1968 T-22 f-47 fig. 6 19 
W.lglIt data III 
Cha",II.,' Nallla' 
Tatal IHrt Tatal Illata, 
MIIe.llaHau." I,nlt., Saf .... nd-A,'" hardware 'rapallant a ... ",1I1y 
I·IT 36.80 37.69 0.37 1.00 5.00 80.86 757.30 838.16 
1·2T 36.76 37.71 0.3' 1.00 5.00 80.84 758.30 839.1" 
1-3T 36.65 37.75 0.37 1.00 5.00 80.77 758.10 838.87 
1-4T 36.69 38.10 0.37 1.00 5.00 81.16 759.50 3AO.66 
1.5T 37.;;~ 37.15 0.37 1.00 5.00 80.88 760.00 8AO." 
1-6T 
I 
37.06 37 ... 3 0.37 1.00 5.00 80.86 759.90 8 .. 0.76 
'Chomb., Include. chamb., In.ulation, TOI, and load balanc. w.illht. 
"NOlli. Includ~. diaph,ollm and balan .. weight. 
<Mi'ctll,n.ou, Indud .. 36 .cr.w. and wash., •• O·,ing, and nOli I. lode .... ,i, • . 
For each A';S mission that requires an apogee unit for 
final synchronous orbit spacecraft insertion, JPL supplies 
at least two apogee units for mission support. Table 20 
lists the pertinent parameters for the six apogee units 
cast ~pecifjcally for flight use. Two units, Z-IT and Z-4T, 
were not usea for flight and are stored at ETS at am-
bient conditions. ApproXimately twv to foui weeks before 
launch the apog units are insp cted and motor prepa-
ration is compl ted. Motor op rations performed at 
AFETR included visual receiving inspection lf motors 
and igniters, motor grain x-ray, and motor pressure test; 
and the mating of igniter to HDL's safe-and-arm device, 
the installation of tr p i~~ jtioT' assembly into the apogee 
motor, and th integration of the complete dpogee unit 
into th spacecraft. Both apogee u;tits at AFETR recei e 
visual inspection, and x-ray and pr ssur testing, aft r 
which one unit is returned to storage while only one unit 
is then prepared for fins.l flight. The ATS apogee nnit has 
supplied precis v locity increments to three ATS space-
craft (Table 21). 
Table 21. ATS apogee motor velocity data 
I V.loclty 'ncra_nt flV, ft/. Spacecraft 
Predicted "lUred 
AU.S 6150 6157 
.. S-C 60)26 6026 
ATS-A Apog .. unit not required 
ATs.D C.nleur _nd burn f.llur. 
ATS-F 4668 I 468A 
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(1) to 
(3) tD", 
(7) til ; 
(8) PI , 
Appendix 
ATS Apogee Motor Parameter Definition. 
= zero time, or time at which current is applied to squib (Figs. A-I 
and A,.2), s 
:: the delay time from to until first indication of squib pressure 
(Fig. A-I), ms 
= delay time from to until first indication of motol chamber pres-
sure ,Fig. A-I), ms 
= time from to until igniter peak pressure (Fig. A-I), ms 
= time from to until c" Jmber ignition peale pressure (Fig. A-I; 
this is not the saDie as run peak pressure), ms 
= time from igniter basket peak pressur~ PI , until chamber igni-
tion peak pressure Plm (Fig. A-I), ms 
= time from initial squib pressure wltil igniter basleet peak 
pressure; total igniter reaction time (Fig. A-I), ms 
= igniter basket peak preSSUl'e during ignition phase (Fig. A-I), 
psia 
= motor chamber peak pressure during ignition phase (Figs. A-I 
and A-2), psia 
MOTO« CHAlo\lI£R 
, 
~ 
-----
Ie TIME. "" 
FiC. 1.·1. Motor I,nlhon parameters 
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Fig. A·2. Motor para ......... 
(10) P C,'Ar' = motor chamber starting pressure (Fig. A-I), psia 
(11) PcpetJk 
(12) to 
(13) tr 
= motor cbamber run peak pressure (excluding ignitit)'l pbase) 
(Fig. A-2), psia 
= 3ctiO'l time, or time from motor chamber pressure at 
10% of its run peak value (Pc,-) at ignition until its decrease 
to 10% of the run peak value during motor tailoff (Fig. A-2), s 
= run time, or time from application of electrical current to squib 
to until motor chamber pressure returns to ambient conclitions 
following motor tailoff (Fig. A-2), s 
= measured total impulse, lbf-s 
= measured specific impulse, lbf-sllbm 
(16) ft r Pc dt = motor chamber pressure integral, psia-s 
'0 
(17) w* = characteristic velocity, £tIs 
where 
go = acceleration due to gravity (32.14Ibm-ft/lbf-s2) 
Ata~. = average nozzle threat area (based on prefire anrl postfire 
measurements) 
w, = loaded propellant weight 
to = zero time (item 1) 
tr = run time (item 13) 
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(18) Fv.e~ak = vacuum peak thrust. measured at the same time as P C_tO Ibf 
FlJOeptak = F .. ,. + A.. pc• 1I 
where 
F .... = measured thrust 
A.. = nozzle exit area (initial) 
pc./I = cell pressure at time F ..... is maximum. 
(19) Evaluation of vacuum total impulse (lwc) must be corrected because of 
diffuser flow breakdown occurring during motor tailoff. For impulse data 
following flow breakdown (t 1) , a calculated nozzle vacuum thrust coeffi-
cient (C'''' ) is used. 'This C'1JGC value is calculated approximately 1.0 s prior 
to flow breakdown by the follOwing expression: 
Pe• 1I dt 
(20) With the use of the calculated C, value. vacuum total impulse (I""e) is wc 
calculated by the following expression: 
where 
= vacuum specific impulse, Ibf-s!1bm 
w, = either JPL loaded propellant weight or AEDC weight differ-
ence between prefire and postfire measurements. 
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